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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 10. 1907

TEN CENTS PEE WEEK

HIGH SCHOOL GYM WAS IT CAPTAIN OF POLICE,
Grain Market. MONUMENT TO THE FAITHFUL 1JOINT DEBATES
OR WAS IT CAPITOL POLICE,
ON UPPER FLOOR
SLAVES IS PROPOSED AT A WILL BE HELD IN
OFFERED TO CHIEF COLLINS? Cassie Dying. S1ATE MEETING OF VETERANS MARSHALL COUNTY
OF WASHINGTON
Cincinnati, Oct. 10.-Wheat, 1.09.
corn, 67; oats, 53 1-2

It is up to the Board to Decide
Whether Room Shall be Fixed for This :Purpose and
Whether Plan is Practicable
at All
SUPT.

CAHNAGE1"S

P

• •

•

roposition

Was Made

to

Him

Columbus, 0., Oct. 10.----Mrs. Chadwick is dying of neurasthenia, or
nerve exhaustion, brought on by worand ry and anxiety. Her heart and atom- Tennessee
Association
4of,
ach are •both affected by hernervous
condition. Her condition this morning .
Camps and Bivouac's RecomIs unchanged.- This statement was .
made thia morning by the penitent's' mend Suggestion to Reunion
ars. physicians who said she might
Next Year as Fitting Tribute
linger several days.

Attests Subject of Conversation

W. 0. W. UNVEIL
TWO MONUMENTS
IN OAK GROVE

OPINION.

Bit.

W.

T.

BOLLING

AN OLD SPORT.
Philadelphia, Oct. 10.-sc‘enty.one years old and father of
2-1 children, Charles thiftith has
been wade defendant for the
alienation of the afTectkutia of
another man's etre. He told
the judge, who held him in tfiNiti
ball, he had the right to take
ally (((((
ti the theater. if she
vomit! go nit!' him.

I

for Legislature Engaged in Hot CampaignMiss Ferguson is Heroine of
Class Rush at State CollegeReleases Freshmen.

SPEAKS.

ABNER'S CASE 15 DISX1ISSED.
the hands of the mayor and placing
000.:
,490004000000000
•
•it in the hands of the governor,
Several local politicians were talkclPT.AIN F'OLICE $1.300.
Covington. Tenn., Oct, 10.-This
It Is "up to the building commiting with Governor Beckham and othis the day of the association of ConII mon. Ky.. Oct. 10.-(Special)tee to say whether a conversion of
ers concerning the advisability of
T. B. McGregor, Republican canerWashington school attic into a gym-,49 49 45 40 49 40 49 000 49 0(0 49 40 0
adopting the metropolitan esstent for
W, T. Bolling, of Paducah, and Gen
date for the legislature, is in Lyon
nasimu is practicable, and as soon ae; Scrawled across a blotter in the of- Paducah. %hen the
purpose of oust.1. W. Apperson. of Memphis. deity- •
eounty this week, making speeches.
meets again, the Vie of Chief of Pollee Collins are tellthe school board
ing Chief Collins. atinounced as the
ed addresses at the court house at
Beginning next week he and J. L.
matter will be referred to this com-!tale words, and they gave the first
Harrison program. came up. Several
o'clock in the morning. At 1
Smith. of Lyon county. the Democratruittee with request that an inspection I clew to the story of a deal that fell
deplored the proposal, and they fell
o'clock there was a reunion of sue
ic candidate, will spend three weeks
and report follow as soon as ousel- through, because it takes two to make
The monumeets at the graves of J.
a-talking of what could be done for
vivors of the Fifty-first Tennessee at
in joint debates In Marshall county.
ble.
a bargain.
Chief Collins to make him feel good Clint Boaz, Albert Parkin and Mrs. the court house, together
4
This is the hottest legislative camwith the
There are many supports iu the
Two days ago The Sun published about it.
Minnie Bryant will be unveiled at
widown and children of members of
paign Marshall county ever has witattic but these can be safely removed. the isto-y that Chief of Police Collins
Someone suggested that the chief Oak Grove cemetery Sunday after- that noted regiment.
Georgetown. Ky., Oct. 10. (Spe- nessed, and regardless
The width of the attic is 19 feet, had been offered a position as captain
of partY, evnoon
at
2:30
o'clock.
the
ceremonies
Is a good man and should not be
Gen. George W. Gordon. of Mew- cial.)--011icers elected by the Ken- ery hods .n the county is proud of
rather narrow, but it can be made of the l'adueah police. The offer was
be conducted by Jersey Camp, No.
dropped.
and
Others
tucky
concurred,
Fellows
then
Odd
master,
are
grand
Toni McGregor
p s. offeredan
t
association
to answer for basket ball, which re- made te Toni Harrison's friends, but
the happy suggestion was made, that 10, W. 0. XV. and Evergreen Grove.
D. M. Bridges; deputy grand. John
quires a great deal of floor room.
Sun did not pretend to say be would just fit in as capitol police. No. 13, W. C. Judge. D. A. Cross and adopted. two resolutions. one asking Carroll; secretary, R.
G. Elliott; war-1
will that the south raise a monument to
There are enough iv .ndows in the at- whether or not Mr. Harrison authotAeording to those on the inside. County Attorney Albeu Barkley
Williams.
the faithful slaves who stayed at den. I
tic to furnish suflicieut light. but if feed the offer. The Sun did say. that
deliver
the
orations.
District
while
Beckham took no part in
Gtergetown. Ky.. Oct. 11). (Spe-•
home and took care of the women and
more light is needed. skylights can Chief Collins turned dos n the offer. Governor
the conversation at this point. Rut, Manager J. W. Heldey wi:1 be master children while the men were at the cial.)----Bowling Greeu defeated May- 1
be cut in with little cost.
Sandy Hook. Ky., OA. 111. (Spas
Yesterday evening the following
mar, they got around of ceremonies.
field for the next meeting of Ken"The only question in ms. mind." statemect from Mr. Harrison appear- , be that as it
;Yel le-The case against John Abner
Another important event to Wood- front; anti the second that the state
thu.
and
placed
Sunday
Chief
Fellows
Odd
Collins
tucky
pension laws be so amended as to
said Superintendent Carnages, "is ed in the News-Democrat, after he,
charged with the murder of Dr Cox
declin- men during next week will be the vis- grant
whether the ceiling of the third floor had be ei offered space in The Sun: I bait before hint: but, when he
pensions to the body servants
it of Sovereign Commander J. C' Roo'.
WAS dismissed on motion
of the
remoye
evthey
failed
to
bite,
ed
to
(*umbel-Wit* Retival.
rooms will stand the strait). If ancommonwealth, following the dismis"The statement that 1 nave made at ery particle of the bait. and some ex- Sovereign Banker Morris Sheppard and other attaches who followed the
other floor is built. I believe the plas- promise of appointment to
officers
and
masters.
privates,
their
The Cumberland Presto terians are sal of Elbert Hargis and MU Briton
any one. ;• planation had to be made about the adn Sovereign Manager T. g. Pattertering will remain intact. This, how- or that
son. Woodmen officials say that the during the war. This is the first In the midst of a good revival at
any person by my authority'tell tale blotter.
ever, is the point we desire the corn has doae so
occasion will be the first time that time in history that such action has Tenth and Madison streets, conducted
for me is untrue. My
mittee to decide. On the committee
many prominent officials of the order heen taken, and as the resoluttons by the Rev. Mr. Hudgins and the
Polley has been and now is, to steadOFFICERS ELEvr
is Contractor Karnes. and he shouli
Several
MeLeakey.
ever met at one plat e in the state of will be sent, by order of the aseocia- Rev. Hamp
fastly refuse a promise of appointbe able to tell us."
made and
ment to any one. My friends know Mis.is•ippi !Valley Medical Association Kentucky. Commander Root and his don, to the general reunion at Birm- convcreions have been
Lexington, Oct. 10.
Special.' --It is thought the expense will be
ingham .next year, they will become much Interest is. being manifested
party will be here Oetober
this to be true. Whenever and
In Session,
comparatively little. The object is to
an interesting question before that Good ti-oasis are in - attendance and Miss Lillian Ferguson, daughter of
wherever the expediency of rescindfit out the attic for a permanent
body.
are more than pleased with the serv- MeD Ferguson. was the heroine of
ing this policy has been discussed tife
the 1)!; rush at State College. She
"gym", and money appropriated by
ices The hours of service are 2:30
matter It HS instantly dismissed by lostug offie ere of the Mississippi Valsecured a key and released freshmen
the school board can be increased by
7:311
p.
cordialm.
Everybody
is
and
VOTER VT tut.
me"
h' Medical Association were elected
inier -ruled there.
football receipts, basket ball receipts,
ly invited. • Seats for all.
at the session today:
Offer Was Made.
and entertainments given by classes.
Oft
I Htle.t Inhabitioat of East Side 11"re..
President- Dr, Arthur Elliott.
Chief Collins says the offer was
pares for Election.
Frederick Wyatt RCed.
made to him and names those present Chicago.
MRS. HARTRIDGE FOUND.
Frederick Wyatt Reel. the sevenFirst
Vice-President-Dr.
offer
when the
F. F
was made and he says
New York. Ost 10 -Among the year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Lawrence. Columbus.
Wife of Former Counsel of Harry he turned down the proposition
voters who have registered in the Reed. of 712 South Third Street, die.,
Henderson, Ky.. Oct. 10. (Special.)
Second
Vice-President--Dr.
conversation
Suntook
place
R.
C.
The
Thaw in Sanitarium'.
vaKt Side Ghetto is Simon Harris, who last evening at 6 o'clock of brain fe- -A carload of strikebreakers were
day iu the chief's office In the city McComb, Lebanon. Ky..
gave his age as 104 yeats. The old ver after a lingering illness. The brought in this
morning. Serious
Secretary-Dr. H. E. Tue:), LouisNew York, Oct, 10.- Mrs. Clifford hall.
man registered and went to and from funeral was held this afternoon at 3 trouble is feared
Chief Collins bellozes it was cap- ville.
\V. Hartridge. whose name has been
o'clock, services conducted by the
Budapest. Oct. 10.- With business the office without assistance.
Treasurer--Dr. S. C Stanton, Chion the books of the police department tain of eolice he wig offered. He
Rev. William Grohter. The burial
cago.
stand-still
and
at
all
a
shops
I„ K. TAYLOR
closed.
said:
for several days as that of a missing
%as :n Oak Gtmt, com,
tery.
Nee Rital for senate Seat.
many workmen are engaged in a
person, her husband having asked the
"The proposition was made to me
demonstration in more than 150 citTortured by Highwaymen.
Elected to Senate In New State of
Oct. 1.1-- Local R, Olney,
police to send out a genera; alarm for in so many words: 'You can get that,'
Cleveland. 0.,
lu -Otto ies. The Hungarian paripiruent on publicans are in a predicament over,
Oct.
Oklahoma.
the discovery of her whereabouts, is and this was written on the blotter
the the senatorial contest between Albert
reported to be in a private hospital and stowed over to me: 'Captain po- Hentse, traveling salesman of New this opening day's session, had
York, was found by a policeman this significance of a general demand to, J. Hopkins and former Senator WilIn this city. Her presence there is said lice. $
News of the election of Attorney
illustrated in liam E. Mason.
niornIng
tied to a telephone pole in universal suffrage
to have been known to members of
L. K. Taylor, formerly of this city,
place. He
"I said: 'I don't want
The former is accused of ingratiher own family. although her hus- (Harrison, has nothing to do with a state of collapse from dozens of manner, which it can hardly ignore.
to the senate of Oklahoma from Chicband has been kept in ignorance of the ',Mice. The board of police and burns on his face, neck, arms and Today's demonstration probably will tude to the "Yates crowd" and with
asha. reached the city
yesterday
amount to a peaceful revolution, being an apologist for Mormonism bethe fact.
With the news of his election corns
fire eommiseioners make the appoint- legs. He says he was held up by
which
will
modernise Hungary, de- cause of his vote in the Reed Smoot
three men with revolvers, who tied
Mrs. Hartridge went to the hottpital ments'
the announcement that he Is serioussteoying the power of the nobles.
ease. He is also arraigned for his deto nave a surgical operation performly 111 of fever. Mr. Taylor was prom.
"I was told the chief had been de- him to a pole and stuck lighted cigars
fense of John R. Walsh, the Chicago
ed. and her stay in the institution will cided on, but this could be had, a against his flesh, until he finally gave
inently identified with the Democratic
banker, whose failure in 1905 was
them his money, amounting to over
probably be prolonged several weeks, day job at $1.5'40.
Party here for years before his dediscussed at length In the United
$J00.
The operation she sought to have perparture for the west.
"I said I am not going to get out
States senate
Indianapolis, Ind., 0,t. 101- John
formed was not of a particularly dan- and work this year. I am going to
"Billy" Mason has few political Mitchell. president of the United
gerous character.
Derrick Kills Three Men.
vote, that is all."
May Mean More War.
Before friends In this section, and an effort Mine Workers, will announce in the
Indianapolis. Oct.
men
Cleveland,
Oct.
111.-Three
It Was Capitol Police.
- Fearful that
Tangier.
Oct
two probably fatally Thanksgiving day William Jennings is under way to gain support for current issue of the United Mine
\retests and Torpedoes.
Chief Collins is corroborated by were killed and
Tuesday's battle between the French
Bryan
will
Moultrie
G.
give
Cochran
his
Judge
attitude
of
W.
on
not
be
the
that
he,
will
Journal,
the
Workers
used
in
falling
derrick
by
a
hurt
The Hague, Oct. 10.- Oct. 10.- others present at the time, but the
troops and Beni Snaseen's tribesmen
The eighth sitting of the peace con- explanation is made that he is mis- constructiou of the New Nickel Plate presidential situation, he said early county, a former member of the Illi- a candidate for re-election and will
retire permanently on account of ill near (India. may prove only a preference today discussed the rules for taken In the position. He was offered bridge over the Cuyahoga river at today. There will be no misunder- nois general assembly.
liminary skirmish, of a fresh uprishealth.
laying of submarine mines and the the position of capitol police at noon. The accident occurred as the standing as to his policy.
ing. among natives, a strong force of
Delightful
Social
Occasion.
the
last
girplace
in
fixing
men
were
convention concerning the rights and Frankfort. And this is the story reFrench soldiers is sweeping the counMisses
The
Brenton,
1305
South
Es
FALSE
S
A LARN
ditties of neutrals in time of war. The lated. which reveals further plans of der to complete the bridge.
try
about Gurbole Hill, where a fight
street,
entertained
DEPARTMENT.
Eighth
most
RUN FOR
mines *convention had been adopted the local ring in the event James P.
pleasantly last evening at their home.
Sifille one maliciously. pulled fire occurred to make clean sweep of the
Powers Trial November 10.
unanimously with reseives. by several Smith is elected mayor-to put Padna number of their friends. Music and alarm box, No. 55. near the Jones rebels.
Georgetown. Ky.. Oct. 10.- Speposers, when Sir Ernest Satow, Great cab on the metropolitan system, takPatioiman Aaron Hurley became
Britain, read a declaration saying ing the power of appointment out of cial Judge James S. Morris, of La- suddenly worse this morning and his games were features of pleasure and cold storage plant in Mechanicsburg
grange. who was appointed by Gover- family sod many friends here were delightful refreshments were served. last night at 10 o'clock, and No. 2
that Great Britain -did not consider
that the convention afforded sufficient
nor Beckham to try the case of Ca- summoned to his bedside. He rallied Those present were: Misses Nell fire company made a useless run.
leb Powers, has decided to call a spe- at noon and is reported slightly bet- Gresham, Mettle Taylor. Mollie Sul- The false alarm will be thoroughly
protection of the rights of neutra's
Richmond. Va . Oct. 10- A resociel terns of court for November 11 ter this afternoon, but still is In a livan, May Adams. May Mills. Alys investigated, and those guilty of
to navigate safely, which, he saidwas
Berry. Rena Roling. Rosa 'Weikel, sending it in. punished if detected.• lution offered by Bishop Doane. of
to dispose of the case.
more pressing than the necessity for
precarious comillion. He is suffering
'Eric McCarthy Marie Cockle'', HatAlbany, before the house of bishops
belligerents to spread
mines over
from parts's:see
tie Ross; Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wilof the general Episcopalian et:invenHaney Fields is Married.
Sweets Far, But Brother Dies. the seas. Sir Ernest added that Great
kins. Missee Ora Brenton, Lizzie
Traverse City. Mich., Oct. 10. Barney Fields, son of Contractor tion, the pui port of which was to des
Britain did not consider the convenBrenton. Elsie Brenton, Messrs. Ter- B. C. Field
William Egier, aged 22, was drowntion to be a definite solution of th.
of Nortle- Fifth street, 11 marriage to any divorced person.
,
ry Thompsoni Walter Sullivan, Doe was married Sunday at Memphis to was rejected by the house after a
ed in Lake Michigan yesterday after
problem.
Howland, Arthur Wickielf, Andrew Miss Maude E.. Kramer, of that city. long discussion, in which many of
his brother Harry, aged
IS. had
C T., will Weatherington. Arthur
Paducah council, IT
Bourland. by the Rev. B. Boone. pastor of the the inure prominent members joined.
swum nearly a mile pulling his unDisastrous Fire in New York City.
conscious form toWard safety. Their meet Saturday night at The Pelmet Burtram Brown. Charlie Sharp. Jack First Baptist church. The young man
New York, Oct. 10.- Hundreds o.
House to make complete arrange- Elliott, Joe Vogt.
boat had upset.
is employed as a cutter in a big Mew
lives were endangered and thousands
big annual banquet to be
ments for
Passengers
phis pants factory,. and
has been
Oct.
New
York,
of persons thrown into a panic and
given October 19. The banquet will be
New Oil Field,
away from Paducah several years
LAUNCH BLOWS
125 electric cars destroyed and prop- on the Anstratian steamer Gintia,
Owingsville, Oct. lfa-The
New Announcement of the marriage was
.- one of the most elaborate ever given
Perth Amboy, N. J.,
.
erty loeti to the extent of $400,000 which arrived this morning, had .1
Paducah physielans• are authority
Paducah, and covers for 75 will be Dominion Oil company at a depth of received by his parents here
this for the statement that there has been
caused by a fire in ,,,the Fourteenth thrilling experience last Thursday. Four men were drowned and three in
laid.
feet
struck
a
1,900
flow
of
good
oil
today,
the
morning.
badly
when
burned
their
2
in
gasfrom
mit
and
Fire
bloke
Street car barns early today. Firemen
less sickness In the city this fall than
This Is a new field. Independent of
working on the car barn barely es- morning until 3 in the afternoon the oline launch blew up on Raritan bay.
during any past fall season In the hisVainarideo.
Mork
at
field,
the
Raglised
Experts
say
It
caped when the floor above them vessel was in great danger. Only by
tory of the city. The doctors say that
THE
11
E.1.THER.
Kenis the best yet discovered in
New Acting President Yale.
came down with a crash. A few min- most superhuman efforts was the
their practice &tee the middle of Auto stake ft Best Port in the tucky.
EeOected
controlled
Coon.,
New
Oct.
finally
Haven.
and
10.extinEli
blaze
utes later the Fourteenth street wall
1st has been the lightest ever exWorld.
of the building cellapeed. From that guished, A fierce storm was raging Whitney. of New Haven, was chosen
perieneed. The cause of the healthtime on it was merely drowning the at the time and the situation was so today acting president of Yale durHis Teeth Knocked Out.
ful conditions is attributed to the
Vaplaraiso. Chile, Oct. 10. --Plans
flames in the barn and several ad- serious life boats were prepared for ing the six monthst absence in Europe
Chy Leigh. employed in It. D. Clemextremely diy -fall and the improves)
convert Valparaiso into one
will
that
,
Hadley.
President
of
is
joining tenements which caught fire
saoltar conditions of the cOy
ents' book store, is minus several
largest and best porta
world's
of
the
to. stop the blase.
........--. of , .-ii
front teeth today, the result of an acports have been accepted by a comcident yesterday. His front bicycle
the
appointed
by
preskient
mittee
for
wheel broke and precipitated him to
Fatal W'reck in Austria.
the purpose. French engineers subthe ground. He alighted on his face
N'lenna, Oct. 1.0.--An express train
mitted their proposal. The work will
and his teth were knocked out,
collided with a freight near Buda
Chicago, Oct. 10.-Judge Grosstake nine years
Pest today. Ten persons are reported
cup, hiker and Seaman, In the United
killed and :to hurt. many probably
Injured Ely a Chicken.
States circuit court of appeals. in an
EMPEROR ILL.
fatally. The collision occurred on a
Ciarksbnig, W Va.. Oct. 10-- As
opinion delivered today, overruled the
high embankment. The force of the
petition of the Chicago & Alton RailFrau. i• Joseph Said To Be in Rad the result of an attack by a game
eollision threw them into a deep
rooster, Mrs. Edward Johnson may
Condition.
way company, for a rehearing on its
diteh
Fire broke out in the passendie. She was feeding chickens when
alive; from the $60.000 fine imposed
ger coaches and is responsible for
Vienna, Oct. 10.- Great anxiety Is the rooster flew in her face
and
bY Judge K M. Landis a little more
many deaths
than a year ago for rebating. The
felt in court circles over the condition spurred her, severing a large vein.
with engine, 11.06.. pulling an. fill- of the health of Emperor Freucts Jos- Not
.':hen Engineer Ed Walker awaken
itheealmest bled to death.
railroad company was tined $40.000
ed in the caboose or his train 'at an )nole Central te'ret train of 2,480 tons eph although every effort le being
Bride Stars To Save Husband.
and J. N. Falthorn, former vice press
weight,
shie
lie went into track No, 2 in inacic to keep this, tinxiety.from corn.
Danieleville, Oa., Oct.. 10.-- ,Mrs., early: hour this morning he foend
German Socialist Coming. . adente and F. •A. Wenn, former ginFaunre AVIIIIaMs.a bride of six weeks, triatiseril cut, his Watch and chain andrthe shop yards and waited Until he lng to the •knowledge of the public.
Berlin, Oct. 10. -Herr Babel. a
eral freight agent,'$10,000 each, on a
seeing that her husband was being money gone and his shoes slit to'got orders to leave the train. Going The emperor has been coufined to his Socialist reader of the Reischtlig. incharge of having granted rebates to
worsted in a fight with his cousin, A. pieces. It was all done while he,iuto the warm caboose he took off his apart went in his castle for over a tends to visit the United States next
Fair tonight and Friday: the high.1the packing firm of Schwarzchild &
Ii. Williams, secured a revolver and
ind no clew to the identity of itihoes to Sleep. His loss will amount week because of an attack of bron- year and deliver lectures on
oraey.ye
47
.
we
nNt
ertittotd
erday was 70; Sulzberger. in violation of the Me
om
mi
me tle
killed the cousin.
those guilty was left. Walker came Ito 4100,
k ins laat.
chial catarrh,
6.....010•4. I
.4
•

KY. ODD FELLOWS
GO NEXT YEAR TO
BOWLING GREEN

ABNER IS RELEASED,

MISS FERGUSON A HEROINE

ER OF NOBLES
IN PARLIAMENT OF
HUNGARY BROKEN

el
,

STRIKE BREAKERS,

MITCHELL W ILL
RETIRE AS HEAD
OF MINE WORKERS

BRYAN WILL SPEAK.

I

it

AARON HURLEY WORSE.

REJECT DIVORCE RULE.

STEAMER BURNS
WHILE TEMPEST
RAGES ON THE SEA

U. C. T. BANQUET.

HEALTHFUL CONDITIONS.

Engineer Robbed While He Slept
In His Caboose and His Clothes
Are Cut By Malicious Thief.

FINE AGAINST ALTON.

1FAIIt,.

.0"
PAGE TWO e

'AfE nt-DUCA.e.te."41:114IN

Airy, Fairy Lillian Has Public Sale,
But She is Not Broke. By No Means

SIM:

THCRADAY,O(VOBER 10.

and dim late Ngetee German ksko d tap-.
her ideal, Nora frees herself front
eatries. HO my library is sacred.
A Strong ionic Without Alcohol
•
the marital yoke in a declaration of
A Body Builder Without Alcohol
Much of it was presented to me by '
indepeudence, as startling a piece of
A Blood Purifier Without Alcohol
the most prominent bookmakers ic
writing as has been done in a centA Great Alterative
Without Alcohol
America. There's my precious Bret
ury.
Wehout Alcohol
elakeweedederif
, a family medicine, A Doctor's Medicine
edition of 'Goodwin's Official Turf
Helmer. the husband, falls to grasp
Without Alcohol
like ApiesSistsapanlbs, is not oasth, Ayer's Sarsaparilla
Guide,' for instance. How could we—H
the magnitude of the sacrifice of
W.
have
no
secrets:
pueltel
W.
j. C. Ayer Co..
bettor ae ekokol than seith it. the formal:wet all our 12111141C,C,
Lowell. Masa
New York, Ott. 10.— If Teddy Sol- careless servants."
I mean how could Prever get along'
ehich Nora is capable, and in his limwithout that? The luxuries may all
omon In all hi. glory had walked into
"Going Away From Here."
its, Iles lbsen's opportunity for the
those upper Fifth avenue auction
When she reached this conclusion go. but the necessities must be spar-, Fine Recipe for Rheumatism adornment of the play.
rooms this afternoon he would have she summoned the auctioneer and
To save his health and to obtain
ad Kidney Trouble—Gives
been surprised. Certainly Mr. Solo- the following conversation ensued:
Artiste Gifts ia
money to do this, Nora forges her
mon, who is a former husband of LilSo there are no books on the auc••I am going away from here."
Prompt Relief and Doesn't father's name to a note which turns
lian Russell, wss. never arrayed like
tioneer's list. But though there is no
"Front here?"
up in the hands of an unscrupulous
those rootlike, in which were displayed
literatur
sale
there
e
mhcb
is
for
art
Cost Very Much.
"Yes, from here."
man. The note proves Nora's undoarticles of art and virtu now Is:loneto
tie had. A good deal of it was pre"For good!"
ing, as she had hidden the knowledge
sented to Miss Russell by the artists.
liest to his former wife, but to be dis"Yes. tor good."
of it from her husband, the man she
There's a Buster Brown strewing
'oiled of later in the week to the high
"Good. Then I will buy your posought to benefit. When her act has
eat bidders. And it is just possible sies."
eves to Miss Russell by R. F. Out- YOU FIX THIS rp ITIFILSELF.
been made clear to,him, he casts her
that he might have remarked:
The gorgeous array In the auction cau:t himself, for example, and the
off, only to take her back in bis favor
"Behold the Lillian of Weber and rooms on Monday Jr's metaoihse Noah's Ark hotel drawing presented
when the danger of exposure bad
Fields (former:y.1"
rooms on Money avenue is the resu:t by the aesthetic Swinnerton in per.
A large health publication tells its passed.
son,
and
real
Gibson
a
girl
picture
He might, but 'tie to be hoped not. of this conversation. It must not be
But when her husband declined to
readers of a number of simple and
It would be. of course. highly rash to supposed that Miss Russell is sacri- from Mr. Gibson in person. Miss Rus- safe
aasume the responsibility for the sigprescript
ions
made
be
that
can
sell
may have been the model for it.
conclude that just because Miss Rus- ficing all her household possessions
home. The following, however, for nature as Nora had expected him to
Arthur C. Alston Presents
el for it. but if so it must have been at
sell is selling her junk de luxe it fol- in this sale. By no means.
the cure of rheumatism and kidney do. she realized his limits, saw clear.it
least
long
as
anee-Peago
the
as
ldws that she Is broke. Nothing of the.
"Understand this one thing plainhis
ly
selfish
and
nature
bladder troubles receives the
and in a stormy
rugini days. The "Rebecca at the
kind. She says herself:
ly," she said to the auctoneer pergreatest praise, viz., Fluid Extract scene declared
herself free. The
"I am disposing of my objects of son when she was conc:uding the Well" picture, said to have been chris- Dandelio
n, one-half ounce:Compound miracle, as she so termed her bus
art because I am going away front deal. • "You may have my Dresden tened by Jesse Lewisolin "the gal Kargon.
one ounce;
Compound,band's expeeted act of responsibilits
with the chaser," is not included in
in
here. I am going on a long trip around ebina, my Tinto geassware, all
Syrup Sarsaparilla: three ounce: did not take place and in her disapmy the collectio
ns
though
there
are two
the world, and I do not wish them-to old masters. Including the Perugini
These simple, harmless ingredients' pointment in the man gave him tile
:
be left to the ravages of time hia all the earl (fiend Rapids furniture photographs of studies by Gerone rep- can be
obtained at any good preserits as well as her children.
resenting just girls, teet's all. And
In this scene, Miss Corcoran trithat's all, too. Just one 'moment. tion pharmacy at little cost and are
Omphs. Her doll like nature sloughs
though. Come to think of it, one of mixed by shaking well in a bottle.
For the first time this capable and
The dose for adults is a teaspoon- off as she stands revealed as the wothem wears a pomeframate in her
attractive actress will be seen in Paleft hand. And there is an original ful after each meal and at bedtime, man who has learned, as the woman
drinking a full tumblerful of water, who dares the unconventional. The
ducah in a play worthy of her ability.
dressing presented
A drama by the world's
by some dear
friend whose name Miss Russeel can- after each dose. It is further stated critics are a unit in declaring that
greatest
playwrig
ht,
Seats on Sale Wednesday.
that
this prescription is a positive Miss Corcoran as Nora, has set a
Every one should take a tonic in the Spring;
their systems require it. not now remember.
'`Ibsen,
remedy for kidney trouble and lame higher mark than any living actress
'
The Llood has become thick and sluggish with
Prices 25e to $1.50.
the accumulations left in the
No Diamonds for Auction.
system from the inactive, indoor life and from
To forestall any d:sappointment, It back, weak bladder and urinary- difthe heavy, rich foods of the
Winter season. The blood, being in this unnatura
ficulties. especially of the elderly peos
"Young Buffalo."
l and disordered condition, may as well be said right here that
is unable to furnish the body with the
Chas. E. Blaney brings you
Charles E. Blaney's great producincreased Amount of nourishment :he Tiffany glassware part of the ea pie. and one of the best things to be
necessary for the more energetic life of Spring
used in rheumatic afflictions, reliev- tion, "Young Buffalo, King
and Summer, and the system !Obit includes no diamonds.
of the
There
suffers from debility, weakness, nervousn
ess, indigestion, loss of appetite, are no diamonds whatever In the ing the aches and pains and reducing Wild West." will be presented at the
and many other unpleasant symptoms of
a disordered blood circulation. entire lot. But there are four cuspi- swellings in just a short uhile.
Kentucky October 11. While the
King of the Wild West
When the system is in this run-down and
A well known local druggist states melodramatic features are many,
disordered condition it is not safe dors—a Doulton. a blue and
the
white that this
to take unknown concoctions, sarsaparillas,
mixture acts directly upon comedy element is strong, and many
compounds, etc., because they Nankin. and twb Rookwoods. Not
a the eliminati
usually contain potash or some other equally
ve tisanes of the kidneys: laughable situations are preeented
strong and harmful mineral spittoon in the bunch. The
catalogue
Band
ingredient, which acts unfavorably and often
cleanses these epongelike organs and
dangerously on the depleted, does not mention the
Mr. Blaney has been fortunate in senames of the
weakened system at a time when it needs
gives them power to sift and strain
gentle and natural stimulation to donors, but Miss
Tribe of Sioux
curing a company extremely well
Russell has admirthrow off the impurities and recuperate its
the poisonous waste matter and uric
lost energy. S. S. S. is appropri- ers in
Kentucky as well as in every
salted to the demands made upon
ately called Nature's tonic. It is
Indians
made entirely of roots, herbs and'Weks
other state in the un:on who realize acid from the blood which is the them, and the story is told in a strikfrom the great storehouse of forest and
Grand Street
field, selected for their purifying and
cause
of
rheumati
sm.
that no family should be without a
health-restoring qualities, and as it does
ing and convincing manner. The
not contain the slightest trace of
Par ad e
Cut this out and hand to some sufcuspidor.
mineral in any form it is perfectly safe
scenic equipment is most elaborate
A Chas. E. Blaney profor young or old. S. S. S. acts
ferer
Seats on sale
which would certainly be an
directly on the blood, ridding it of all
Persons Interested in Miss Rusand true in every detail
The comduction. One of the
impurities and poisons, and restoring
act of humanity.
Thursday.
the last properties cf rich, nutritive
pany numbers 3.0 people, among
strength so that it is able to supply the sell's intellectual development will
best western plays on
Prices-25c, 35e,
system with the healthful, invigorating
pas
rapidly
from
whom
the
cuspidor
favorites
are
many
de.
A
band
of
energy needed to pass the trying
the stage.
season of the year. Its action is the
50c, 75c.
real Indians and a number of fronmost pleasant, prompt and satisfactory partment to take notice of two anof all tonics, and those who feel
tique
bronze
Buddhas.
They are nice
tier characters.
the need of such a medicine will do well to
commence the nee of S. S. S. at once. S.
S. S. restores lost energy, relieves little Buddhas, indeed_ and are re-'
the tired, worn-out feeling, helps
Engagement of the Eminent Actor
the appetite, aids digestion, and adds tone !carded as considerably more valuaShakespearean 't reat.
and vigor to the system.
ble
than
the
cuspidors
,
though
poss:In making a special .price to the
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
GA. bly not so rare.
schools; of this city for Mr. Charles
Dominoes Recall Rumors.
B. Hanford's magnificent production
THEATRICAL CALENDAR.
of "The Merchant of Venice," SaturAn uncommon set of mother of
Thursday night—Jane Corcoran in
day, October 12. Mr. F. Lawren(
pearl dominoes recalls the stories set lbsen's
In a notable revival of two
Dull House.
Walker, business manager for Mr
in currency some time ago by some
Friday night—The Young Buffalo.
great plays
Hanford and one time Shakespearean
evil minded person
regarding the
Seturday matinee--Chas. B. Han.
Matine
actor
of note, states that this is an
e,The Merchant of Venice
high play at dominoes that was alford in The Merehant of Venice.
Statistios show that more divorces are granted for this cause than
unusual concession on the company's
leged to be going on behind darkened
Saturday night—Hanford in Cleoany other. To overcome, in a measure, this terrible condition we
part, and he wishes it to be accepted
windows in Miss Russell's borne. No
patra.
person who. knew -Miss Russell credby the city of Paducah as an apprehave made arrangements to supply the best cook book published,
Elaborate scenic effects. A spe-...•••••••••
ited these sinister rumors, but 'if
ciation from Mr. Hanford and himMarion Barland's complete 700 page book and a fine monthly magaeitt4 selected cast of players.
A
"Doll's Howe
"
,
Tonight,
high play had been going on these are
self of the healthy patronage with
zine for one full year, both for only t11.00. These are worth 13.00 If
chorus and ballet of unusual attracIn Nora in "A Doll's House" in
undoubte
a
latch
dly
they
always
the
have
favored
been
dominoes
that would which Miss Jane
you will call for it we will give you a copy of the October number of
tiveness
Corcoran will appear in this
have been used.
city.
the magazine The Cook Book will be here about October leth, and
,Seats on sale Friday.
at the Kentucky tonight, Ibsen drew
While Mr. Hanford's productions
Not far from the dominoes is to be a woman,
as we have a limited reinileer only we recommend you to place your
Prices, night-25c to 11.50.
the plaything of a husband
have always ben eminently satisfying
seeu a "bronze dove." In the next swayed
order at once.
Matinee—l2 rows orchestra $1.00,
by his every impulse, a
and
have
from
year
year
to
been
cage is a "real bronze dog." All. the slave
a
to his desire, but who comes
balance
Matinee and night. A
orchestra The, entire balfeature of the local theatrical season
connoisseurs of Broadway will at to
understand her position finally and
cony 50e.
•
his offering for the season 1907-48 in
once perceive the importance of this
Shakesp
day
of
eare.
frees herself from it. When the husSpecial matinee price to school
by far his most ambitious effort from
distinction, which is enforced by the band
with
whom
Curtain
she
at 8:15 r. m.
lived for eight both a standpoi
children, orchestra 50e. balcony 25c.
MUSIC
presence on an adjoining shelf of a
nt of scenic effects and
years and for whom she bore three
At Harbour's Department Store.
support, and his appearance in Shake@
"genuine" Benares brass bell. But if
children, fails to reach the height of
peare's two great plays will be one
the collectors know thefr business
they won't overloek a large waste
of the notable productions of the seabasket with pyrogravure pearls. it any other basket in the business.
Merchant of Venice" Is the
It son "The
has received more "mash" notes than has been working for—well,
matinee bill and "Anthony and Cleo.
forgnore
years than it would be polite to say patra" at night.
W. F. Patten,
R. Rudy,
Paryear,
—certain
ly long before Miss Russell
A
CLEANL
Y
AGE.
President.
Caehier,
Assistant Caehler.
Mahar/is Minstrels.
bought a farm and went over to
20 Years of Success
Maharae minstrels, composed of
Twentieth Ceutury Ideas Incline To- work among the green things of Long
people,
30
male
and
Island.
female,
present
kusical, comedy. vaudeville..., minailed Sanitatken and Preventives.
only the finest of entertainments I,
Objects in the Exhibit.
strelsy, grand first part of big musithe best of selected artists and ae
Nowaelios t•c;unt sts believe that in
The exhibit includes. among many sembly
cal singing number.
of sweet singing colored peocleanliness lies the secret of preven- other
tat000000tea
objects of art and virtu;
ple in catchy music, light comedy
tion of diseasesTwo brass bedsteads.
dancing unexcelled, perfect instruTo prevent a disease, remove the
ENTIRE ITAIA'ONY
Capital
Carved English oak extension taSingers, Jokers, Dancers.
%It-memo
mental music, beautiful scenery, coscause.
ble.
Surplus
AESERYED FOR
50,000
tumes
effe2ts.
and
Comedy
light
Just as unclean habits breed many
that
BAND AND ORCHESTRA
Another, after somebody.
Stockholtiere liability
COLORED'PEOPLE.
100,000
is clean, wholesome, perfect and dediseases, so careless habits will breed
Prices-75c, 50c, lie, 23c.
Delft plaque, reproduced from an
lightfully pleasing. Not a dull modandruff. Improper use of another's original
by
Rembran
dt.
Total security to depoeitors
ment, making in all a high-class, en$"...50,000
brushes, combs, etc., will surely
Another, after Braham.
Account!' of individual. and firms solicited. aVe appreciate
joyable
evening's
pleasure. This
cause dandruff, and, in time, will just
One folding card,table, somewhat
company will appear on Monday, Octsmall as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
as surely cause baldness.
worn.
Half the Time.
'why, then—;'
It's microbe infection, nothing
courteous trestint lit.
Also a bunch of booze flagons tte tober 14, at the Kentucky. The entire
"Yes," said Rivers, who had just
balcony will be reserved for colored
"Not a blessed tiling to eat," remore nor less.
like of which —well, there are chamreturned from a popular summer re- iterated Rivers, "from
patrons.
Newbro's Herpicide kills the dand- pagne bowls,
6:30 in the
punch bowls, claret
sort, "It's a pleasant enough plaee evening until
ruff germ, and causes hair to grow glasses,
6:30 in the morning,
sherry glasses, liquer glasses,
but half the time, upon my word, we and—take your
luxuriantly. Herpicide is absolutely brandy
fingers out of my
Postage on Post Cards,
frappe glasses, hock glasses,
didn't have a thing to eat."
free from grease or other injurious
I hair, Brooks, or I'll strangle you!"-cocktail
glasses,
Washingt
tokay
on,
Oct.
10.— Post cards
glasses. MoOPEN S 1TURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
"You didn't!" exclaimed Brooks; Chicago Tebune.
substances.
selle glasses, whisky glasses, and de- enclosed in any kind of covering
Sold by leading druggists.. Two cantersa
o burn. Naturally, thete is a must be paid for at regular letter
sizes, 50c and 91. Send 10c in stamps good
deal of copper, and most of it Is postage, according to an order just Only One "BROM° QUININE," that is
for ;ample to The Herpicide Co., Dereal. But there isn't a husband In the issued by the third assistant postmastroit, Mich.
on every
collection. There were once— but ter general. Some time ago one of
Cures r Cold in One nee Clio in! Dave
W. B. M'PlIERSON, Special Agent.
25c
that is another story. .
our subscribers asked for the postal
regulations on this aubject, which
was then under consideration. The
order of the third assistant postmaster general follows:
"Post cards and postal cards mailed under cover of sealed envelopes
(transparent or otherwise)are charge
able with postage at the first class
'rate— two cents an ounce of fraction
IS bY
thereof. If enclosed in unsealed envelopes, they are subject to postage
according to the character of the
niesnage— at the first class rate If
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
wholly or partly in writing, or the
third class rate (one cent for each
two ounces or fraction thereof) if
entirely in print, and the postage
should be affixed to the envelopes covering the same.
"Postage stamps affixed to such
cards enclosed In envelopes having an
opening exposing the stamps cannot
be recognized in payment of postage
thereon.
"However, where such cards, properly addressed and prepaid —bearing
no matter rendering them unmallable under postmaster general's
First 12 rows orchestra
411111C
orders
First 12 rows orchestra__
Nos. 146 (par. 5) and 639 (par.
$1.50
4)
Balance orchestra
when sent openly In the malls —al
Balance orchestra
....._______...._._....___$1.00
Balcony.
enclosed
in
502
envelopes, it will be aFirst three rows balcony..
sumed that they were Inadverte
Special Prices to School Children:
ntly
Fourth and fifth rows balcony.. A.....—...
Placed under coeer, and they will
75c
be
Any part of orchestra....... ............
_ 50C
Balance balcony.
removed therefrom and dispatched
50c
without additional payment of post.
....25e and 35c
age.
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TALK OF SEWERS
AFFECT VALUES

J Cu.Ffluit\ r. 4
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•

he preferred to inveetigate more thoroughly.
els°
Mayor Yeiser suggested that the
Don't neglect
main sewer be built by a general tax.
by 4 per cent bonds, payable in I'd or
fer0 .P
;
-411
• sit:I;re's dam.
:
g
1
15 years.
ger signal. It warns
4s,
Councilman Duval thought that
you that you are not
such an arrangement would precept.
e
assimilating your
tate injunction suits, and legal corn#e'
. 'co:
:7)1"1 :
Lindsey Says Land is Held
food. It is the foreplicatione.
runner of disease.
Alderman Hannan suggested a per.
High in Sewer District
sonal tour of distriet No. 3. by a joint
.
,
,
Scott'.:
t
r
e
-.
3.
committee from the boards with prop
Emutsicn
erty owners both for and against the
a _partiallt digest•
improvement.
.,' -:' '-:•ersigr
ed food --- t e joint
The motion to extend seaters in
product of Nature
Propee-ty teener% on North Side Prodistrict No. 3, as far as Is practicable
7, Itel:I''.
test Agitheet Asseteemet for
and science. It builds
0 jeis" eeeiletek
bun
carried. Sounellman Williamson votup your digestion,
: 11111 •
Sewers.
Wit
ing "nay."
.
iretel
makes rich, red
410112
11id
Councilman Van Meter offered to
/am
blood, and ('''
-or
furnish a wagon for the members to
makes you glow
inspect the territory. Property ()wilTIIE 1.10.1.1IDS WILL INVESTIGATE
e
with health.
era also offered carriages,
Try it.
The motion to have another corn
ALL DRUGGISTS i
mittee of the whole meeting on FriMk:. AND $1.00.
An hour and a half session of the
.c I
day afternoon at 1:30 o'clock to in e
....244,4 •
general couneil in committee of the
•.
spect the district carried.
whole last night resulted in a decis- —
On motion the committee adjourtre
-t,
ion to personally inspect all tern- sewer distreA le iserth such improre- ed.
tory embraced in proposed power dire mente. Mr. Terre 11 declared that
• .e.
tact, No. 3, to ascertain that portion there are 200 acres of land on the
of it needing sewerage,
north side with a natural drainage
'-'
Copyri5V, 1907 ,
Many property owners were pres- used for farm land, and that it is not
....Via
ent and inade speeches, and the mat- Worth half the proposed improvement
ter was thoroughly discussed in every He predicted that if the city invaded
detail by property owners and board this part of the City. the city would
members. At the ea
time of in- have to pay the entire cost. He stated MAI. 1W MISS'\(. KONSINGTON
VOUNG WOMAN.
spection of sewer district, No. 3, the that sewer taxation should be made in
tkez. hOtke4leet..`-'
to the value of the propmembers will also inspect the, santfar)* dumping station with a view of ertY•
Mr.
L. 1. Rieke spoke in favor of
establishing a permanent dumping '
station. The tour is to be 1-nade on sewerage "when n'elledI" but „,„ F. It. Tucker Aelo. POliel. T41 Inquire
—
Died ill
Friday afternoon, Counmiman
Van when property is not worth it, He
Chicago.
Meter and property owners furnish- stated that some land in the extreme.
4
west end is worthless for city puring means of conveyance,
.
poses.
Aldermen Ilannan and
Hubbard
Mr. W. A. Gardner stated that his
WC I ll absent.
Fearing that a young woman who
Mayor Yelser stated that he had sentiments were fully expressed by mysteriously died iu Chicago a fee
called the meeting to discuss sewer Mr. Terrell. lie suggested a personal days ago is his daughter, F. It. Tuck inspection of property, and offered to
district. No. 3.
Cr ef the Rossington neighborhood.
•
furnish vehicles to members for sfich
has engages] the services of Paducah
Mayor Yelser was elected chairman
an expeditlem. Ile thought that the police
department to secure more deand made a full statement regarding
sewer should not be extended farther tailed
Information regarding the unthe matter, coveriug action taken bY
than Flournoy street.
fortunate y oung woman. The name
the city from the mere mention of
Mr. Albert Dumaine. eho owns and description
fits his daughter midistrict, No. 3, to the preparation of
on the north side, stated prac- nutely.
.
plans. City Engineer L. A. Wash- teially
the saute.
Miss Lillian Tricker. of Rossingtote
ington presented a detail map of the
Attorney, J. ie Ross, reprementing was about 20 years old, and for a
ecoposed district. and explained it
thoroughly. The map was prepared H. W. Rottgering., an extehstve prop- time worked as waitress In a Paloertv owner in district No 3 spoke cab hotel She left here for Black
by Engineer John Alyord, of Chicago.
- flv. dwelling on the .
Rock, Ark., to visit her sister, belt
worthlessness
.
Many property owners and real es- brie
of many acres of his client's land for left there some time ago for SeLou.s.
tO
i ntow
protesto
l
city 'purposes. He stated that the and has since been missing. In Chicago the body of a young woman was
land, and unplatted, and uniniproved city had a right to build
property, original plans showing such through its streets, and that Mr. Rott.. discovered cold in death. Police think
property is not platted, has she committed suicide, while other
•
property to be invaded. Taxpayers gering's
s
no
streets, and is his own property, reports say she died at the home of a
objected, because they claim the prop
and not legally subject to sewerage midwife. She gave the name of Li'is not worth the improvement,
ouv
taxation. He declared that the city Ilan Tucker and her residence as westTo properly open the subject for
has no right to construct sewers ex- ern Kentucky..
_
diseussion. Alderman Palmer moved cept
Detective T. .1. Moore has written
on its streets.
VOUItS Pleittli
to extend sewer lines "as far as praefor more information to the Chicago
0)
Whittemore
E.
W.
owns
no
who
•0
ticable.e
,
acres of land within the proposed dis- police.
Alderman Palmer, who was a mem- trict, stated
—
he is in favor of sewers
ber of the board ordering plans for
where praetical.e but that sewers in
No. 3 sewerage district, stated that
'k'
reil0
11:
4
eertain portions of proposed distree
rtic, necessity of sewerage had Inn$0
'
j Chi
IN
No. 3, would he valueless. Ile estipri•sbed the boards to such an extent mated
the per cent of taxation at 3nei
that they prepared for district. No per
cent, and suggested a personal
3. in advance, that no delay might be
inspection of the district before actWILI, BE CELEBRATF.D BY
occasioned when the city was in a ing fi nally.
.ondition to finance the improvement
a'ILLE KNIGHTS.
Mr. George Bernhard said: "I have
Ile explained that the best sa nitar)
got
a
hollow
down
on Eighth street:
engineer possible was secured in Mr
John Alvord, who came here, made a I paid $25.0 for, and if the sewer goes
personal investigation, and drew his through it why, I'll just give it to the Paeluenhane Will Have Deinonetration
in li 44444 ir of the Bev. Father
plans from an absolute personal city."
Janeen.
Mr. Charles Rieke stet-ad he would
e
knowledge of conditions here. Alderwers w
needed, h
hit
man Palmer stated that he under- like to see Sewers
— -stood some property embraced in the that in crtain localities it would mean
lininal......01
en\
on
ti
of property
t improved
i
A plans was not improved compared a cfiscaon
Saturday is "Coltimbus Dar bit,
with some portions of the town. yet He thought Alderman Painter's sugPaducah
Knights of Columbus will
,geistion
a
good one; also Mr. Terrellet
it is within the city limits and sub
not observe it with any big demon ject to taxation for sewerage Ino'suggestion of a comparative taxation.
st ration
Col. John •T. Donovan and
provements. He suggested a reniedy:
Slump in Value.
ether prominent local members of
that a main trunk line sewer be run
Councilman Lindsey expressed sur- the order, will go
to Louisville todown Trimble street to the river, the i iirlse that, the property took a
wonder morrow to participate in the Louiscost to be pro-rated among property Iful slump in value when sewers
were vine council's jubilee. On November
owners in the entire distriet. This, i talked or. He stated
that in all int- 17 Father Jansen will have been her..
he stated, will give an outlet to all provements some are benefited
while 25 years. and a demonstration will lie
north side sewerage which may be.it may work a hardship on others.
He arranged by members of his ehureth
built in the future. Then bring in an- said he asked for a price on a 10Knights of Columbus will take an (m other ordinance, ifroviding for sewer- acre tract in low lands in
district No. portant part in the celebration.
age in subdivisions of district. No. 3. 3, and found it worth $400 per acre.
This will, embrace all property stint- He stated that some property owners
ciently improved to demand and bear would not sell or build on certain STEPS ON WALES; RUINS TAFFthe expense of sewerage taxation. He property in the district. He declared
Both Phones 201
13° S. Fourth St.
invited criticism of his suggestion, that adjacent to Mr. Rottgering's prop Farmer Allefter. illuireh Hounded Him
325 Kentucky Avenue.
Because He Got Weighed.
Mr. Robert Noble, an extensive erty one cannot buy a building lot
property owner in district. No. 3 for $500 per acre. He cited the dePeoria. Oct. 9.— Because, 16 years
stated that Mr. palmer's suggestions crease in Paducah's mortality rate
.
he -yielded to curiosity aroused
semed plausible, but he thought the since sewers were installed, and de- ago.
h,
ending girth and had him probable cdst of the main trunk line clared heartily in favor Of sekwerage. u
weighed,
yis
e
Rudolph Isch. a Wood sewer would exceed the value of the He desired the hardships to rest on self
,
,
FOR 1907.
land on the extreme north side. He the fewest, and suggested to "get to ford county- farmer. alleges he has
t
suggested a personal inapt:A.1*n or in. gether" and come to some equitable beenhounded ever since by the memhers Of the Amite* chute:h. He declares
vestigation, by the boards. "It is a agreement,
he has been driven from one position
i
Alderman
matter
that
Investigated
Palmer
must
bebe
stated:
are ready for you to choose from in
"We were
..
after another, his home has been breboth
fashions and fabritts.
We fore you impose such a tax." he con- placed here to run the city, and are
•• ,
Tieexpected to do so. We are going to ken up and his fortune dissipated. To1110-0-et
have an exclusive and
handsome eluded.
day he filed suit against Rudolph
assortment of both imported and 'Mr. R. G. Terrell. another property •build sewers, and are not to let hills
Waste. a wealthy farmer and an el.e
e
domestic frabrics fpr your selection, owner, stated that he would not fightland hollows stop us."
He said some property owners are der in the church, for $50,000 dam.,-.
which we will fit to your figure as sewerage where needed. but was deRges.
Isch says that when he was
fg to property for its value ten
only au artistic tailor can, and will cidedly opposed to taxing when not holdini
excommunicated from the churl for
necessary,
years
and
from
,
.
he
Wel
believe
that
not
. il.
finish in the best style of the art,
violating Its rules by getting weighed
Alderman (hatublin stated that
, I,, . Necwt.
the tlmte to order your Fall portions of land embraced In No. 3
members of his family were forbidden
Engineer Alvord looked Into the far
or overcoat.
to eat with him or to have anything
future
he
when
made
plans
for
ills,% ' '.,1
to do with him.
Diet No. 3. He said that It is not
--e!ey1 , • ,,,..Children
, v .,,
e
intention
the
of the engineer or leg- H. M. DALTON, Tailor.
The Neophyte.
, -1f,'.";i:itl,' .
1 ,•
lislative department to sewer the enThe candidate for initiation into
.1k' 403 Broadway, with Warren, the
tire distric7t at once. especially if it
Look out for the old trouble
4P •
works a hardship on any one. Alder- Illitetrious Order of Whangdoodlee
,
with vermin in their heads.
Jeweler.
man Chamblin suggested to refer to '.had been tossed in a blanket, subChildren can't avoid It. They
are compelled to daily come in
a committee for an investigation Into ected to a haircut / with a pair of
sheep shears, compelled to walk on a
contact with those infected, and
the costs.
vermin Spread with alarming
Councilman Williamson was In fay- gravel path with hare feet, and the
rapidity.
or of taxing all- the entire city for performance wound up with his slidAnyone is liable at any time
ing down an inclined
plane and
district No. 3.
traveling
or In any strange
when
CorinAlnurn Foreman stated that splashing into a tank of water at the
place to become infected, and
bottom,
the only safe way to be is to
Then he stood up before a high
have on hand, ready for any
dignitary, who thus addressed him:
emergency, some
"Stranger, you have safely passed
REXALL LARKSPUR LOTION
the ordeal of introduction into this
It is the cleanest, most wovenancient and honorable order, and we
Fire,
Steam Boiler,
Hacking Coudhs
lent, practical ,and effective
hall you as a tried and well beloved
Life,
Bonds,
expose
remedy for destroying head lice
• t-Ar the lunzs and
brother—"
11) ikon to the terribleravagesol
N.)
Accident,
Plate Glass,
and vermin about the body. It
n,itnption. Don't watt un- in
"Brother," sputtered the shivering
+4
clean,
is
a
clear
liquid—nothing
Health,
Cargo, .
Id y,.11- ,oligh has become a •••••
wretch. his voice trembling with ingreasy or oily about It sod has
t-) ro, 1140.{ to yl,11%health and ,..,
Liability,
Hull,
Lure ant
%'
._ It... use r
dignatIon. "Darn yer picture, if you
none of tbe objectionable leaLAP (lain the rompt relief it
Automobile,
Elevator.
tures of the ointments usually
treat a brother this way, I'd like to
• lions of sufferers (1)
and coldsduring •
need. A good sited bottle, sutliknow what you'd do to etrme feller
ita:t,a central's atm
go
_
l,d„341491 _ .
dent for funny tusirsslie tor 2.15c.fad
'
,
• 7114
yon had- it to'tere
ntisign - TH.Ali druggists, 2!ei4ris.
bune.
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ahead, prepare for the present
and the future. Soon you will need
these fine Blankets and Comfortables, if you don't now.
.

--here are bargains---genuirie, live,
generous bargains---such as only a
wide-awake store can offer at this
season--because we've been preparing for this for months.
---kept our eyes on the markets-studied the trade conditions—made
the best of our opportunities and
•
bought at the lowest ebb in prices.

proportion

About ciri Wine

--now,
the benefit is yours, if you
choose to grasp it. 01 course, you
need these things—every housekeeper does.
—you will look long and earn- e to
estly before you find a better,tim
buy than NOW.

il the ddealts in yota imAse
had etas and 613s
ea
, ) and hlt4

againstm
they wou(d ask you to eonte to °alit tate
•
4to)te.
er,,
/Ai,ees won't htett you.
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--but
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Blankets.
—extra

Undertakers and Embalmers

good

quality

pair.

Blankets,
during this sale, 98c.
—$1.25 Cotton

—extra large

—all wool Blankets, white or red, a spe-

—all wool

Blankets, extra

—the finest of

made of first-class laminated cotton down
good

wine, regular

quality

—one lot. of odds and
Comforts, some

$1.25

ends extra good

worth $1.75 and $1.50,

choice Friday and Saturday $1,25,
—extra

fine

down

Comforts, beautiful

pAtterns, well made, $2.50 value for $1.98.
—highest quality
$3.00

Comforts, our regulir

value, Friday 'Ind

Saturday only

$2.49.

—wool padded Comforts, equal to $10.00
eiderdown .comforts, a good value at
$4.50, special sale price, $2.98.
—Remember this is for Friday and Satur-

INSURANCE A0E N T8

day only.
—Come down early and get the first pick
of these bargains.

PISO'S CURE

Too often the error ora minaite
becomes the sorrow of a lifetime.'

Saturday

—good quality heavy Comforts, all colors,

After t h
Start Back to School

,

and

Comforts

ifft

/

Friday

$7.50.

quality for 98c.

`"COUGHS.,„COLDS

All Wool Blankets, regu-

lar $10 00 quality,

Is..

The R.exall Store.

fine quality,

the $7.50 kind, special $6 49.

and

' ,

Saturday, at $3.98

per pair.

Repair WorK Solicited,

m cPH ER S0N'S

$1.25 per pair.

cial value Friday and

Steam Heating Exp e rt

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

a great bargain

Cotton Blankets, all colors.

the $1 50 kind, for

Sanitary Plumber

Residence Phones

Blankets,

regular 75c and

$1.00 value, Friday and Saturday 59c per

ED. D. II A N IN A N

cm 't'ra,,s,';',7,nnial's1

Cotton

reds, gras and blues, a

Paducah, Ky.

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

ea
(4
iloar'

_

GUY NANCE & SON
211.213 S. Third Si.

-

--look

LILLIAN TUCKER

and Itententea) 'It lakes good
i'0,nit.twie1 as 441-eff as a good of.le
v)
to make a -see OMe. you have
got the good we; we have thegood

--'

Blankets and Comforts
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ele News-Democrat is exploded, let IEARS OF 51 1 1-1-.1:1\4.. 111K\ 140.
na U. disseet the editdrial itself, which
RUST HEALTH.
•
JP
.Li
was written by theeehairman at the
AC I IlLetret,ON ^ND WILILALI
eounty Democratic execnti%e eonitult- Great teem-sly Cured skin 1)eseee. • •••
THE SUNPUSLISHIN010. tee, and see what sort of an attitude
Long sliatelinge
he has caused the News-1)t nvocrat to
INCORPORATED
F it icistitca, Preeld at
assume toward one ot the most imMr. J. Weber, of 1065 Vine etieet
& J. PA.X1()N. General Manager
portant offices in the gift of the peo- San Jose, Cal., writes an interesting
'
Altered at the possoffice at Padaeele
In Bankruptcy..
ple of Paducah.
story of terrible skin suffering which
Ky.. aa second class matter
•••••••••
Exceptions to a claim of $7,665, of
"For a mere financial consideration ended in robust health when he found
11110110CRIPTION RATES,
the
American
contIndemnity
Credit
of $60. per month," is the way this a remedy which cured him like magic,
inue, assignee of Stifle, Lockwood &
T1SE DAILY 111731
astute lawyer sizes up the Mike of Here is Me Weber's own story:
If you belc ng to the Fifteen Dollar Suit
07 earrier, per week
10 city attorney, and, we presume,
company, in the E. Reetkopt Saadi( I
he, as
By mail, per month in advances._ It
"In Jule. 1900, my face began to
company
fie
•
bankruptcy
P. mail, per year, in advance
were
case,
party
machine
head
the
the
of
.5230
class you're the Nian we're after.
in Mc- be affected with a terrible skin disTHE WEEKLY SUN
today and will be heard at a date to
Per year, by mall, postage pald..$1.611 Cracken county, looked around for • ease. I went to a doctor, and he told
We believe we can out-dress, for tht.
be
set
later by Referee Bagby.
itildrees THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.
man to flt a $60 job in making his me that I had been poisoned and he
petition
A
for
cent
per
a
10
divichoice
money,
office.
And
the
for
let
us
any Fifteen Dollar Suit Man that
Office, 116 South Third.
add
Phone $U
wanted to operate on me. I refused
right here as an interesting coinee to let him do so and after a few dend in the E. Rehkopf bankruptcy
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
does not come here or his Clothes.
deuce, that his and the News-Demo-,months my face was an awful sight ease matter, was filed with Referee
York. representatives.
crat's choice for the office is the You could see that it was diseased Bagby this morning.
All the necessary little things in the cutTHE Eitel can be found at the followReferee Bagby will today overrul
nominee of the party, defeating John to the bone. Some people
;places:
claimed the claim of
ting and making are put into our Suits.
William Kraus fo
R. D. Clements & Oa
G. Miller, Jr.. a young man of the that I had cancer. Great boils
would $933.33. The matter has been to e
Van Cult', Bros.
character of Mr. Arthur le Martin. appear, increasing in
The conservative price countenances no
Palmer House.
size and PainJohn Wilhelm.
Joe Folk, of St. Louis, occupied a ing me terribly. I began to doctor district court and Referee Bagio
neglect
decision,
disallowing the cieine it.
position similar to the one for which again,
but no one could help me;
Mr. Mallet has been nominated. The Large pimples and boils would con- flrnied. It was referred again and
Fabrics new, 3.rd the inside work built to
amended petition flied, Kraus claiti.
office of police court prosecutor has tinue to come.
<UNION(LABEL)
At that time I had this amount due on contract for at •
stay
after months of wear. A look will conbeen bandied about as a $6.0 job for as many as ten
on my face. I was vices.
ambitious politicians too long for the such a terrible sight
vince
you.
that my friends
good of Paducah. The necessity of could not bear to see me.
TH1 KAM., OCTOBER 10.
I doctored
In
Police
Court.
*
the city emploaingete extra attorney for five years until my funds gave
Ed Farris and Sticks MeCorme I
to assist the city solicitor In fighting out and I had to stop. During this
CIRCULATION ST1TEMENT.
charged with selling a basket
Come, See What Sort of Suits
an appeal front police court in the;time I tried over 30e remedies.
ioastiug ears they were alleged
Hugh Boyle case recently, when the
"One
I
day
happened
to
bear
of D have stolen, for 5 cents, were di
Can Be Bought Here For
September-1007.
city attorney should have attended to D. D. Prescription and learned
that it missed of the charge of obtaining
Fifteen Dollars.
it; the reduction In police court of had cured several bad cases
of Ecze- money by false pretenses. -3910 the fine
3897
2
16
of a convicted "blind tiger"; ma. I purchased a bottle and then
Other
I
cases-John McGtaw, drun3895 keeper
3
3908
17
at Eleventlestreet and Broad' 'got a second bottle. The use of five kenness.
$1 and costs; Jessie Wilson,
3893 eay
4
3874
18
front $1010 to $30, and numer- bottles cured me. It has been eight colored,
breach of peace, continued:
3895
3880
5
19
We're Past Masters in the art of dress
ous instances of a like nature, reveal mouths now and
the disease has not Charles Lee, teetered, robbery, heirto
3905
6
3899
20
the urgent need of someone in that returned.
tivt're always at your service.
and
friends
My
what
ask
it
answer: Gus Torten, colored, seduc7
389,8
3922
21
office, who will protect the interests was that cured me of the awful
skin tion, continued. W. W. Bartlet•
3900
9
3913
23
of society, and view the office as a trouble and I answer
teat it was D drunkenness, $1 and costs.
8907
10
24
3902
trust apart front the modest emolu- D. D. which healed
me."
3902
11
25
3895
ments, which seem to have stuck In
lit County Court.
3900
j
We know that every word of the
26
3905
12
the eye of the Democratic county
John A:11a, a native of Genoa, Ita13
8900
27
above letter is absolutely true. We
3937
chairman.
14
3899
28
3932
Ikeep D. D. D. Prescription, the great ly, was granted final naturalizatior
Mr Arthur Y. Martin had no per3889
....
30
remedy for eczema, psoriasis, salt papers. He came to this country who
sonal political plans when he particirheum, dandruff, etc., because all the 16 years old and immediately made
97,548 pated in the Democratic primary. He cures it has made appear to be last- application for naturalization papers.
Total
e ere
Average for September, 1907..3.902 did not seek the Republican nomina- ing, 'Come in and talk to us shout
for
tion
attorney.
city
He was urged
Average for September, 1906...3.939
In ('ireuit
this remedy,
R. M. Jones and others filed su.•
Personany appeared before me, this to make the race for the office as a
N. W. Walker & Co., Fifth and
against W. W. English and security
October 1, 1907, R. D MacMillan, good citizen, because he is eminently Broadway,
for a note which
business manager of The Sun, who well fitted for the place, and because
with
interest
amounts to $448.
affirms that the above statement of he. as no one else that could be
• M. Curtsinger against Mary le Harthe e,"eniation of The Sun for the found, can redeem the police court
A Woman at the Bottom of It.
per for $150 damages. Plaintiff a
month of St ptember, 191 7.) Is true to from the deplorable condition into
kites that he rented a farm from Mt-.
the best of his knowledge eel belief. which It has fallen.
lie has deceived no one as to his
Harper for $100 a year with the unPETER PURYEAR. Netary Public.
derstanding that she should
My commission expires January 22, Tat affiliations. No one was demake
ceived when he was asked to run. If
certain improvements, which she did
1908.
good Republicans in Paducah, anxnot make, damaging his stock at'
twice in succession.
service. The speaker said there are
ious to see the welfare of society
farming implements.
Daily Thought.
38,e041 rural routes operated at an
safeguarded' in the police court, are
s.
We
demand
a
reform
in
the
R.
manE.
Petrel and J. A. Doggett
"Moral power affects the world far
annual cost to the government of
agement
willing to take up a young man of
of
our
public
eleemosynary
against Arthur Zell, C. I... Acres and
less by whet it does than teJwhat it
and penal institutions, to the end that $34,041.004). These routes cover evhis calibre, who surrenders notherig
T. H. Trice, to enjoin them from inis"
•
they shall be operated by bi-partisan ery state and territory except Alaska
of his political convictions, why canterfering with the operation of a Raw
boards, upon proper business princi- and the Philippine islands. In the
not the better element of Democracy
mill at Thirteenth
and
Caldwell
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
ples, and their inmates treated hu- number of routes Illinois leads with
rally to his support in the bathe
streets. The mill was erected by the
2,777, while Georgia stands fourmanely.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will- cause?
five and a misunderstanding resulted
teenth with 1,491.
son, of Louisville.
We have taken the attitude that
9. We favor the enactment and en•
the defendants threatening. it is alDes Moines will probably be selectFor Lieutenant Governor-W. H. the position of the police court pros1. We ale rea• i.e. policies and forcement of a uniform local option
leged. to tear away part of the maed as the next meeting place of the
ecutor
is
one
of
grave
responsibility
cerunend
law
with tiler county as the rtoverulnx
the eeility, integrity and
Cox. of Mason county.
chinery and render the mill useless
sanvention, there being no other canThe plaintiffs ask that they be re- courage of President Roosevelt and unit.
Attorney
For
General-James and stmlous duty. The News-Demoldidate.
r
rat
his
speaks
adminirtratio
as
of
a
it
"mere
o.
financial
and
without
exstrained
front
taking any action at
Breathitt, of Christian county.
We demand - that the public
consideration of $60 per month."
all until their contracts for cutting preesIng a preference for any candi- schools pf the state shall be taken
For Auditor-Frank P. James. of
(Ivor
date.
the
The News Democrat supports A. L
selection
PIANO FOR SALE,
by
the neet and keel eitkorowewit
timber have eeteu,completed.
er tot'nererict.
Mercer county.
nationel convention fur president of
A Buell de bane parlor grand piHarper for a $60 job; we support Arthat
the
!nice
set and welfare of the
For Treasurer--Capt. Edwin Far- thur Y. Martin for an office of trust
one in full accord with these policies
ano, good as new, for sale at one-half
Deeds Filed.
children stall have first consideration
and who wm nergeticnliy carry them
ley. of McCracken county.
regular price. Owner going to leave
Take your choice.
in all public school matters.
Marl E. Houser to L. Roof, prop- out
in the interests of all the people.
city. Apply at 1102 Seuth
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
erty a Ninth and Tennessee streets.
Fourth
We call for befter schools and
street, or ring old phone 964.
$700
Not only are long terms of school
L Bruner, of Hart county.
'2. We demand that all elections school bowies, for longer school
terms
J
For Superintendent of Public In- letter paid teachers and better equipArmstrong et al to R. R. Ho- shall be honestly conducted and &- in the country and better pay for the
$23 Reward.
gan, property In the county, $1 and Oar.. that the Cause of good govern- tearhers, and that elections for school
struction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd ment desirable, but the schools
ment and tee future happiness and trustees be had
other consid-rations.
should be in the hands of moral peoThe city Republican Campaign
oounty.
on different days
R. C. Gillam, executor of W. A. wilfare of the people of Kentucky is front other elections.
committee will pay $25 for any eviFor Commissioner of Agriculture ple, as example is as important as
Gillam, to C. 0. Thompson, properts Inscearahly bound up in the suppresprecept in the training of the young
11. We favor amendments to state dence leading to the prosecution and
-N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
sion
of
all
abuses
and
crimes
against
in
the
county. $300.
A state school system with an imlaws permitting and encouraging joint conviction of any one guilty of buy- s
For Clerk of Court of Appeals
- moral person at its head would
an hon•et ballot, that have so unfortbe denomination of the manic candidate by ing or disposing of registration cerunately
diseraced
our state under
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
Marriage Licenses.
elorable. We trust the teachers of
The Condor.
the difitrent parties.
tificates.
Democratic
rale, depriving the people
For Legislature-George 0. Mc- the state and the parents, who are
George W. McAdams to Pearl Seek
The condor. the great vulture of
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
12. .`it'e condemn the law, passed
of their riehtful heritage-represent.1.
M.
Wyatt
to Mallie Skaggs.
Broom.
. ' interested in the welfare of the the Andes. is four feet long and its
for immoral political pureosrsl creatgovernment.
ative
John Wemberly to Emma Taylor.
Mayor
James P. Smith schools. will inquire diligently into average expanse of wing is about nine
ing the rateng commission in Kentuc
FOR SALE.
The law for registration certificates
colored.
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin the moral character of the artierante feet. Sometimes it soars as high as
residence. 2012 West Jeffer
imposed or the tate by the Democrat- ky and demand its repeal.
My'
to
the
office
of superintendent of pub- six miles, far above ordinary clouds,
City Treasurer
13. We rondeinn the enactment by eon street. Five
John J. Dorian
ic party tor immoral political purrooms, hall, latches,
lic instruction.
and thence makes a wide survey for MRS. BRECKENRIDGE
City Clerk
poses. whrreby votes In Kentucky the Democratic party of a large num- bathroom and pantry.
George Lehnhard
DEAD IN NEW YORK.
Newly painted.
prey. It is a voracious eater, preferhave become n•zotiable instruments. ber of obnoxious tax laws and the cre- Rest remittent
City Jailer
George Andreeht
location in city. TeleLouisville, Ky., Oct. 10.- Mrs
ring deer, llamas or young cattle for
SOUTHERN IMMIGRATION.
ation
useless
of
afters
as
the
reward
passing
by
dtle'ery.
ought to be -reCity Tax Assessor.... Harlan Griffith
The Chicago Tribune is wasting its food, and after meals is almost John C. Breckenridge, widow of Gen- mete
• 'phene No. 1023. Also
of partisan service, and we promise, phone 11
d.
Aldermen-T. C. Leech
Harry R. Iota of gray matter, imagination, ink unable to fly, and is easily captured. eral John Breckenridge, at one Iliac
if given power, to-reeeal all sueh laws household furniture.
J. E. Baker.
3. The judiciary of the state. in and reduce the
vice president of the United States,
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C. and spare, worrying about the south's
taxes to the lowest
both the circuit and npprelate comes. pcssible rate
immigration problem, and berating
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
censistent with an effiThe poet Swinburne swims superb- and candidate for president against
Aftet• he dines the d)apeptic
Abraham Lincoln, died today in New should he chosen en non-partisan ci
erni
innteandt linistration of the state goyCouncilmen- Second ward, A. E. the attorney general, because he has ly.
whines.
grounds
rind
the
continuance
in
office
York according to a telegram receivYoung; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- held that a state may not send agents
of faithful judicial public servants
ed here last night.
to Europe to solice,..emmigratIon, by
Conclusion.
, ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston:
should be determined by no other qualoffering laborers their fare across and
For
years
past the legislation enFifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
-The things men have(lone after ification than fitness.
i wages after they get here. Somehow,
acted by the Democratic party and
ward, W. L. Bower.
waiting until they could "afford to"
4. There should he complete public- dictated by certain of its leaders, has
it seems the Tribune is worrying
School Trustees-First ward, W. M.
are not numerous. This applies di- ity concerning the expenditure of not been for the benefit of the citi,about this more than is the south. It
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; may surprise
Money for political campaigns and a zen, but of the officeholder. The chief
rectly to advertisers.
the Tribune to learn
law should be passed providing for aim a such legislation has been the
Third
ward, H. S. Wells and that the south is not particularly
an accolinting by candidates and cam- continued holding of office, and the
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward, foolish_over any sort of immigration;
Matchless WorkmamatilL
paige-rnansgers of all sums of money creation of new officers to he traded
Most diseases or of spinal origin.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly; and the immigration of foreign labor
in as rewards for party service.
That is a characteristic generalize- collected for political purposes.
Fifth -ward, L 0. Walker; Sixth era is not being generally encouraged
ion
The citizen is at least realizing, as
e.
of
at
We
Osteopathy
all.
demand
the
In
a
nutshell,
and
redistricting
of
Farley
and Ed Morris.
ward. I. C.
.-tic%
isprooend. nte tion that has never been Kentncky in
j There are certain classes of indussenatorial. never before, that the administration
eorteressional and indicinl distriets, of public affairs is a business that
tries, which moved down into the
•
To which does a man owe the suThe Osteopathic diagnosis, and which shall give equal representation comes close home tcr him; that such
Carolinas from New England to espreme duty-the state or his party?
business
lutist
and
he
((teal
honestly and • ••i
voting pewer to every cifeatment are new and original, and
cape drastic laws, and wh h are
:hungering and thirsting aftt more
's precentage of cares have attracted leen of every district In conformity ' ently conducted and that his ballot
Meat packers are enjoying a
should not be cast as a matter of sentfamilies to work In their mills. They
$13 TO $20 WILL BUY AN • .ide attention. This is history that with the plain requirements of the
Shakespearean dinner in Chicago
Constitution, and not as at present, iment, hut - for that candidate or that
have agents in Europe trying to se•nnot
be
successfully
challenged.
UNUSUALLY GOOD VALUE
party which shows the higheet capac,Some of the little ones may toast the
We apply in a new way and with In flagrant violation thereof.
cure ship loads of immigrants. These
ity for properly conducting the affairs
IN MEN'S SUITS OR OVER.
trust in these words of Cassius:
6. There should be prompt and effi1.1•vi force, old principles that are a
manufacturers compose the south, as
of the state on strict business
"Upon what meat cloth this great
COAT .1T THE NEW STORK
part of the recognized, but theoretical cient enforcement of the criminal taws
the Tribune sees it.
THE
Caeser feed?"
The ruling of the attorney geperal
teachings of every school of practice of every kind, and at all times, but
We
o
ask
the
support
of
all patriotic
especially at this time do we call for
Do you limit your clothing . but in ah unsystematic form.
.does not affect the western Kentucky
citizens, regardless of their party affilWhy the presence of a fleet of our movement in the least. We are seekYou cannot study the anatomy of the rigid enforcement of the law
appropriation to $15 or $20?
iation,
for
the state ticket selected by
vessels in the Pacific ocean, which ing men only, who have money with
the spinal column without marveling against those forms of crimes which
If so, we solicit your attenthis convention, and for 'the policies
laps our shores for a thoueand miles j which to buy land
tion to the lines of tnenn
hat it so seldom gets out of order. tinder the recent administration of en- and principles
WP desire to enabove stated, believing
and the fortification and garileorting courage the influx of thrifty,
suits and overcoats we have
t . is the most matohless piece of tice. In many commnnities, have that It will
Plane 358.1
insure better days for Kenrime practically unpunished. Ejection
our long neglected island
posseshusbandmen, who increase our
at these prices.
workmanship in all mechanics, and
tucky.
thieves.
gamblers,
pool-ro
operators
om
sions, should be considered by our wealth, not pauper laborers, who
the wonder is that it should, someand oilers who commit crimes In the
They are made for us by
own people as acts of war. is heyOnd must neede put their little ones to
FREE DELIVERY MEN IN .
times, from the way is is abused, do
interest of those controlling the local
several
of the best manufactour -ken.
work in the mills, so that they will
ts work at all.
SESSION IN ATLANTA, GA,
idministration of some of our cities
urers in the country, so we
grow into ignorant, half-developed,
By all laws of physics, the spine is
And
counties,
should
knots/
their
be
punished,
an•I
worth--e0u Pay
sickly men and women to populate
A 260 .10B.
liable at any moment to get out of orAtlanta, Oct. 1•0.-In his annual
,he juries should be so selected as to
more for an equal value elseMr. Arthur Y. Martin. candidate our country with their offsprings
der. It is subject to slips, wrenches. prevent
the packing of juries foe the address to the convention of the Nawit(
re.
bring
and
a
curse
the
upon
for city attorney, Is a Democrat.
land.
pressures, deadlocks, sprains, contrac purpose of securing
verdicts In accord tional Free Delivery Carriers' AssoHe was born a democrat, and, as
eons and congestions-any one of ance with the wishes
The garments are in the
of those In ciation at its Region here today, Presthe esteemed News-Democrat well, Tom Harrison Is at considerable
which require only an intelligent en- whose hands the selection of the juries ident Paul L.
best styles of the day; of fine
Lindsay, of Georgia,
said, giving particulars as to the num• I Pains to deny that he offered Chief
We have the men who
gineer to adjust, to relieve and cure is placed, or under whose control and strongly advocated a parcels
wearing quality goods; splenknow
post
place
-Collins
force
on the police
a
her of his ballot and precinct, be liarThe Osteopath is that Ingineer.
didly tailored, and In a great
direction they are 'selected.
how to do your work just
systetn in connection with the United
as
IThe Sun never said he did. The Sun
ticipated in the primary.
In just a few moments I can *artily
range of patterns.
It should be done. and We
7. We demand that the books, States postoffice department.
But. Mr. Martin was not a cande said ('hief Collins was offered a place
Osteoexplain to you why and how
During the morning the report of
vouchers and accounts of all municimake an effort all all times to
The lines are complete now
date for any office at that primary on the police force under Mr. Hartlpathy is achieving such a wonderful palities,
Secretary P. E. Cull was read and
all
public
officers
and
public
come, make your selection
party eon, should the' latter be elected
and asked nothing of the
success In curing all kinds of chronic institutions,
give
you just what you want.
and (4,101 corporations in showed that -the association was in a
while they are.
Merely participating as he had the mayor. The proper denial of such an
and acute illness, and I shall take which a city
most
floerishing
condition,
Let
with
of
us
the
state
a
owns
figure with you the
the
toma:
right, because he had supported the allegation would conic from* Chi,
great pleasure in doing so.
jority Interest, either directly or tal membership of 1,433.
next
time
you need any printCollins.
.Harrison
Mr.
may hide be
ticket in the past. How he votes this
Just now you may have a touch of •through subordiztateoorporettoes, tinsThe financial report showed that
fait is none of our buisinees, none of hind his friends. 'If the story in The
the Fall ailment, to which we' Pa- toos or commissioners, Shall be open there was at present in the
we can save
treasury
the News-Democrat's business, and Sun was untrue, a card from Chief
due-ethane are heir. If so,let me tell to inspection and „investigation at all e1,242.71. The feature of
you some money, --We know
• e'Cohens no doubt would seffiee
the,rnorntiebody
business
but
of
himself
the
you how fetidly, how quickly such ail- times by any citizen and 01111 be reg- Mg session was the address of W.
415'°44rBoA
we can give yon satls'actory
R.
.. .........
no long as Mr. Martin casts his vote'proee its falsity. e •
men
ntts yield to the Osteopathic treat- 'eerie audited and the results pub- Spillman, superintendent of the
dipatrioti
work, and giv,- it to you
conscientious
ly and in a sm.l
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spirit of
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Broadway.
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'third dee president of th, state Fed- City, Tenn., arrived tulles to be tit('
cration. will eclerrss the Aetreal in' ga. t of Irk deughter. Mrs. C.
H. Hs'
ev i‘gred to the' impertant c of e•raterl es, of the
We.-it
Kent ti h Stu,
•
ire
sere. post WR3 at Sit, ley %Hie , Farm. Colonel Pickard has just 1
tat the state meeting in June and has turned from attending the state me.
!much interestiug date. There will be ing of the Tennessee division of ts
,an attractive musical program ren-, U. C. V. at Covington, Tenn.
Series of Et
n ertaltiete
mn in Cairo, Iettetd under the dire elm' of ebiss i1
Mrs. Frank Coburn and deght.
li
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E Gannon Con rite Puryear, chat,entei
iF the Miss Gladys, left for Louisville
opened their home yesterday aftere musical committee.
uoon.
noon and last evening to the membet b
Mrs.' J. le Sleeth returned front ,
and friends of St. Patrick's parish. She Was Herohw of the tteeasion. visit to Mayfield. at noon.
giving euchre parties in the afterMks Sophia Burnett has teturned
Mrs. it. Burguaer went to Dees
•
noon and evening fur the benefit of from u veldt to her sister, Mrs. Charles today.
the
pipe organ fund. The sum of 827
lo our centred, of furnishing the riew carpets for the
Mrs. J. J. Bornseheiti returned
'Curtis, in St. Louis. Miss Burnett
was cleared as a result of three pleas- while away was the subject of a sen- her henne at Indianapolis today
Painter house, which we have been engaged on for Some
ate
ant affairs. A list of the prize winners sational article in the St. Louis pa- ae visit to Mrs. Albert Dumaine.
months past, we have accumulated a gieat many remnants
and the trophies teey received is as pers the result of her action in extinMiss Rose Wright. who has been
and small rens of carpets which we are going to Close out at
follows; Afternoon- Mts. James Mc:- guishing the blaze of a Japanese lan- conuected with the Kozy theater. lee
only a fraction of their real worth.
tawatod Kai n.lea
Manus, first and lone hand, hand- tern at a social gathering when the for her home in Dayton, 0., tocW
Some patterns have borders to match that Would make a
painted tea set and brass candlestick; lantern caught fire. She hastily
Mrs. Waiter Shepard will return to
room-size rug, others for halls and small rooms.
Miss Maggie Clews-, second, linen snatched it down and trainee-1 it un- her home at Fulton today after a
Hot coffee made by a real Kinhee
The Palmer house conttaet called for the best and re
dresser scaef; Mrs. M. Lutz, eut, half,der foot.
visit to her sister, ,Mrs. Albert Dll:
this sale you eau buy the best goods at the price of the
man in a
dozen sherbet glasses. Evening ----!
maine.
tom.
cheapest. Bring the size of your room and be on hand early.
John C. W. Fry, first, bottle of per-I
missionary Tea.
Captain R. R. Farnsiee. wife and
fume; Jack Williams, of Paducah.
for they will go with a rush
The \Voinates Auxiliary of Grace daughter left today for Bridgeport,
lone hand, silk muffler; Mrs. George Episcopal church will have its Mis- Ind.. tdrvisit Captain Farnsley's fathdale Zegits4 at 3:30 illtarp l'ionsorrow.
Fischer, first and lone Mine, hand sionary Tea for October tomorrow af- i er, who is sick.
painted plate and doily; Or, James ternoon at 3 o'clock at the parish
Mr. Byron Whiteside's, of New
111.11MINNINSIV
McManus, cut, a can of coffee.-Cairo house. Mrs. Musroe Bernell is the York, is in the city.
of the justly celebrated delicately flavor
Bulletin.
Mrs. Charles F. Wilstach and ,
hostess for the afternoon.
KINHEE COFFEE, a delightful hot
have returned front spending sec
drink made in a minute 8 4 your eyes.
Itiehop Woodcock Notable in RichMrs. Victor Voris was moved from weeks with relatives in Chicago and
d.
jibe Riverside hospeal lase. night to St. 1.ouis.
The Right Reverend Charles E. her home, 1133 Brutolwey, and is reCaptain M. W. Ford, of Natalie::
Woodcock, bishop of the Episcopal Ported resting very comfortably to- Tenn., Is visiting here. He resides .,
the Confederate home there.
diocese of Kentucky, is one of the day.
All persons owing state and county distinctive figures at the Triennial! Miss Nina Rabb
Mr. Goalie Jones leaves today t e
arrived last night
The greatest range ever made. has all the good merittaxes fair 1907 will have to , settle convention of the Protesant Episcopal from Chicago to visit
her sister, Mrs. St. Louis to take a place with e
-For Dr. Pend:ey erg 416.
points that the best talent could combine in the
able
same at once as 1 i will be forced to church now in session at Richmond, Alexander Kirkland.
e
inith
Brothers wholesale grocery.
1611 Broadway.
-Dr. Hoyer iesidence phone 464;
levy on same. Please avail yourselves Va. The resemblance between Bishop She has been
Miss
Guggenheim.
manufacture
of a range. The range now burning
of
Chicago.
the
for
eunimer at
office 175.
of the last opportunity to save penal- Woodcock and the Lord Bishop of Frankfort, Michigan with
visiting Mrs. Abe Livingston. 1 1 -,
her
sister.
under
with paper pipe. U want to C and
heavy
fire
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% ties and costs. etc.
London is said to be quite striking In Mrs. Will J. Jones. at
her summer Broadway.
points
know
the GREAT MAJESTIC.
of
the
Broadway. Phone 196.
many
way,.
Miss
Willie Willis has returned
JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.
Kenturkians at Riehmond borne. Mrs. Jones and little daugh-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
are very proud of the impression ter Elizabeth
will be in Jackson. from Mayfield where she visited during the races.
made by their bishop on all, the Teen., this wiuter
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
Literary Department NiCribig.
with Mr
Jones,
Hot Coffee and Hot Biscuit Served
Mrs. J. J. Borns:lie:le of Indianes
phone 351.
The Iittrary rommittee of the Wo- charm of his personality, bearing and who has lumber interest; in that part
one, Ind.. returned home today at',
to none. Of of Tennessee,
--Pickled pig feet and
boneless man's club held its first meeting for eloquence is second
Every Day.
visiting friends in the dry.
pi-skied pig's feet at Biederman's.
regular department work this morn- Bishop Woodcock a Washington. D.
Mrs. Guy McFall, of Detroit. Mit !.
----Perpetual green lawn grass seed ing at the Woman's club. The com- C., correspondent says:
Host Known In Paducah.
will arrive next week to visit the fie,
"Blehop Woodcock. of Loulevine,
Just reeeived. Brunecnes, 529 Broad- mittee is our of the largest of the
Mr. Hamilton Parks entertained
made
e
brilliant
impression in his the official hoard of the Addeon ave- ley of her uncle. Captain J. E. \\
dub and promises to be especially
way.
liamson, of North Sixth street. Sr
strong, sturdy talk before the internue Proalm terian churr. h. I. S A..
--nest and cheapest. We rent bug- popular. Modern writers and leaders national
was formerly Miss Linnie Belle Tuckconvention
of
the
Brothervery handsomely at dinner Monday
carriages and horses separately. of thought will be featured in the hood of St. Andrew
er, of Louisville. and was exceedingly
at D. A. R. Hall. evening at his home on West
einter's
study.
Mrs.
Muscoe
Burnett.
End
In s.rperatee •
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
popular here.
His address was one of the notable
the chairman, presided at the meetAvenue. There were present the pas119 Jefferson street.
Miss Nola Knight. of 1304 Jackson
features of the affair. The bishop also
ing which was an Ibsen one. Mrs
tor of th church, Rev. J. E. Clarkee
eretillIMMEMISeallteeralrffile
street, who has been ill several
-Get rime of the beautiful new
preached in Washington last Sunday
the elders and deacons. The only adBurnett gave a delightful talk on the
weeks, was taken to Itivereide hospito a large congregation. Bishop Woodsouvenir postal cards of U. S. gunditional guests were Dr. Ira LandrIth
"Life and Methods of Ibsen." Mrs
tal thie morning.
cock. Bishop Burton. of Lexington diboat Paducah at R. D. Clements &
FOR SALE--Grave., sand and dirt.
and Mr. John H.. DeWitt. An elabor"Robert Becker Phillips gave an ex- ocese,
and
Mrs. R. J. Settle, of Paragould.
others of the clergy and
Co.
Old phone 1211-a.
ate menu of eight courses was served
ceedingly fine exposition of the Ibsen
laity here to the St. Andrew's BrothArk., arrives today to visit her broth-We give you better carriage and
at Riverside
at a table veiled with eluny lace,
plays and his position with the critics.
- WANTED- -Porter
er, Mr. James Baldwin. of North
erhood meeting and to the grand cabetter service for the money than The
hospital. Must have good references.
with a centerpiece of La France roses Sixth
attendance was very indicative of thedral
street.
celebration
from
is given by any transfer company in the interest felt in the diecussion
Kentucky, and colonial candlesticks with pink
of met with ranch
WANTED:
-- -roMpetent man - or
Miss Ruby Morrison, of St. Louis,
social distinction durAmerica. Fine carriages for special the Norwegian writer
tapers.---=-Nitahville Banner.
woman to cook and do general houseing their sojourn at the capital."
has gone to Spokane, Wash., after
occasions on short notice; also eleM. Parks is known in Paducah vieting
work. Man preferred. Apply morning
her tester, Miss Edythe MorSulincrilters inserting want ads la only, 1630 Jefferson street.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
where he has visited his daughter rison.
Surprise Party to Mina Mccandicess. Mrs. John
Work Ahead.
The Sun will kindly remember that
S. Sleeker. He is a prom-City subscribers to the Daily
FOR SALE- My 5-room cottage,
Mr. R. B: Holland. of near Merray,
A pretty surprise party was given inent lawyer of Nashville.
all surh Items are to be paid foe
Sun who wish the delivery of their
is here today.
No. 2421 Broadway. Terms easy. For
Miss Hazel McCandless yesterday afwhen the ad is inserted. the rule appapers stopped must notify our colparticulars cal: at house or telephone
Mrs. Mike !semen has returned
ternoon In the Palmer House parlors Mrs. Leech
plying to (very one without excepWill Entertain Friday. from Lexington where
No. 725. Old. C: 0. Griffin.
lectors or make the requests direct
she went to tion
by a number of her friends. It vas
Mrs.. Thomas C. Leech's card party place her eon,
to The Sun office. No attention will
- WANTED TO RENT-A - modern
Charlie, in State
arranged by Miss Eva Baiter arid was for this afternoon has been postponed
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
be paid to such orders when given
S or 9 room residence. Light. heat
a most happy occasion. Euchre was until Friday afternoon,
owing to the
Mr. H. C. Jones, of Kuttawa, was --M1TCHELL8 for higb-nratle bicy- and bath. West End preferred. Adto carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
played and the first prize was capt-;meeting of the Magazine
club with here last night.
cles, 326-328 South Third street
dress X. Y. Z., Sun office.
--Pickled pig feet and
ured by Mesa Rosebud Hobson. who Mike Ethel Morrow today.
boneless
Mr. J. T. Morgan, of Prineetorewse
WA NTFtle-Good second-band cash --POR SALE-Mypickled pig's feet at Biederman's.
presented to Miss Virginia Bennett
5-room cottage,
here yesterday,
register. Address 0. Care Sun,
of Danville, Ky. The second prize
-Just received supitly of the tare
corner Twenty-seventh and Broadway.
Roe l'arty Tonight for Reeen Play.
Mrs. John Stitiener- Illeecker, and
A GOOD COOK - Wanied. - Old For further information telephone
eat oysters in the atty. We receive
went to Miss Mamie Bauer. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Keller will 'little son, John Stearns.
Jr.. of Padu- phone 912
them fresh every day and will serve
Ethel Sights kept the score. The I:eve for ;terser in
1928 old phone. J. H. Dugger.
their box at the cah. Ky., are expected about October
tabiee we're arranged in the parlors Kentucky theater
oyster stew on Saturday night from
FOR RENT- Pine farm about 3
FOR tiesties and stovewood Oat
this evening to see 15 for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Hamil- 437 F. Levin.
which were prettily decorated with Jane Corcoran
8 to 12 for only 10 cents a bowl.
miles from city. Good house and out
in -A Doll House": ton Parks. -Nashville Banner.
flowers in a color scheme, green and Mr. and Mrs. 0.
People's restaurant, 119 South Third
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603 buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T.
H. Warneken, of
Mrs. Sallie Morrow and Miss Emily
white. After the game delightful re-!Clarksville; Mr.
street. W. F. Johnston, manager.
and Mrs. Robert B Morrow, 533 Jefferson street. re- North Sixth street. George Rawleigh. F.. Lydon.
freshments were sereed by Mrs Mc-'Phillips, Mrs. Anne
-Vetch, Vetch, Winter Vetch seed
CLOTHES cleaned ani-1--pre-sied
Berryman, of turned home yesterday from a two -FOR SAI.E- Runabout rubber
Candlees. who had been made a party Clarksville.
the greet parturer at M. J. Yopp Seed
and Mrs. Edmund
M. yr, eks' visit to, Mr. and Mrs. Robert- tired buggy' nearly new. Phone 217. All work guaranteed. Solomon, Th9
to the secret by the girls. Mrs. Mc- Peost.
Co., 124 South Second.
Tailor. 111. SouthThird street. Phone
son G. Morrow in Memphis. Tenn.
FOR RENT-Rooms. Apply 19017 1016-a.
Candless was assisted by Mrs. Percy
-By request the "Indian
War
Mrs. John Shearin.
of Wickliffe. Broad.
Paxton
Dance" will be repeated
and Mrs. Wheeler Campbell.
by Deal's
and daughter. Miss Rub), will
Matinee Musical Club.
SATERDAY Sept. 21. 1 will openarIMre. Paxton poured the chocolate
orchestra at The Kentucky Friday
FOR PUREapple vinegar 3years
The Matinee Musical ?lub had the rive tonight to visit Mrs. Frank Hill.
Miss tiossip-Theie goeta Mr. Broke.
my shooting gallery at Rehkopf's old
night. It is a descriptive selection.
The parlor presented a charming first meeting of the season
Old, Bichon Bros.; Stall 31. Market..
Myl He looki as solemn as an underyesterday of 320 Madison street.
building, Ill South Second street, op-The Latties' Mite society of esee
scene with the coterie of pretty girls afternoon at the
Mr. Gey Jones, of the firrn of B
Woman's club house
taker these days.
FOR DLit
phone posite market. Glad to see all our
WOW", old
First Baptist church, will meet FriMr. Bechelor-No wonder, He's go- who were: Miss Virginia Bennett. of A business session was held at e \Nettle & Sons, returned this morning 2361.
day afternoon at 3 teciock with Mrs. ing to undertake
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
Danville; Miss Henry Alicott, SUSS o'clock in the committee room up- from St. Louis.
a wife next week.
acres.
FARM FOR SALE---70
Hinman. Madison street. betweee
Corinne Winstead, Miss Elsie Hodge, Mahe. It is the rule
Mrs. .1. G. Banks. of Murray, is
WANTED = Spoke turners - for
_
of the club to
gravel road, public school.
J. M.
Seventeenth...and Eighteenth.
Miss Ethel O'Brien, Meta Lucyette elect half of
Egan and West Chester lathes, at
its officers in the fall and visiting relatives in the city.
SCHOOL NOTES.
Jefferson
street.
Clarke.
1309
-Neuchatel, Pineapple, Sausage
Soule, Miss Rosebud
Hobson, Miss half in the spring. Those elected yesMrs. R. A. Rice has returned to her
Jackson. Miss. Apply at Hoopoe
Miss Clare Winston has enlisted Katherine Donovan.
brick, Raquefort and Swiss cheese at
Mies Alma Kopf terday were: Mrs. James Weille. heme at Renten after visiting Mrs. -FOR SALE-- Nice roll top desk. et
Brothers & Darlington, Inc., West
into the Cadet class of Paducah High Mies Katie Bauer,
Biederman's.
bargain.
C.
North
J.
1111
a
Kiger,
Miss Mantle Bauer, treasurer, re-elected: Mrs. George B. Charles Miller.
Jackson, Miss.
-We have just received another school. making six members of that Miss Eva Bauer, Mims Ethel Sights
Seventh.
Hart, librarian, re-elected; Mrs. Edlot of those beautiful White Wax De- class.
Miss Gladys Coburn, Miss Nene Hat- win Rivers, press work,
WANTED- Everybotly te---kt-cOw
TRY --T-- C. N1CKELLS' best hand -Place your orders for wedding
re-elected:
Miss
Cora
Richardson
is teaching field,. Miss flame McCandless.
sign*. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
sewed, oak ruled half soles in city for that Fail fishing season is now open
Mrs,
Lela
Wade
Lewis,
correspondin
invitations
g
at
home.
The Sin is
in the place of Miss Helene leiciiroorn
-Captain Tom Glenn, of No.
weh plenty of boats, minnows and
Jurability. Isoarth and Washington.
eccretary. vice Mrs. David Flournoy showing as great an
assortment as
Fire company, discovered Ole morn. in the fourth grade, McKinley school
tackle at lower lake. Illinois. directly
Mrs. Post to Adth•ette Alumni Ansoda. resigned. The work for the year was you wel
SALE-Cheap,
FOR
of
pairone
find anywhere, at prices
ing that the key used in opening box Miss McBroorn is ill.
mu:es, one pair horses. Call old phone opposite foot of Broadway: five milkthin.
outlined at the meeting and the year much lower
Miss Jennie Sloan has returned to
55, which sent in a falee alarm last
than you will have to
'tile:I-walk from river. Full informeThe Alumni Association will meet book arranged.
211-a.
night, was stolen some time ago from her duties in Longfellow school after
pay elsewhere.
don from captain on ferryboat: at 6
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the
meeting
open
The
of
club
the
was
FLAT FOR RENT-Seventh, bea brief illness.
box 34.
and 9 a. m., 2 and er p.
High sehool auditorium of the Wash- held at 3:30 o'clork in the auditorium
tween Broadway and Kentucky aveA musical- program was reader
"ington building. It lathe first meet- Mrs. Janes Weille was the leader and - -Neuchatel, Pineapple, Satsago nue. Apply to Mrs. Whitelield.
FOR SALE CHEAP-- Desirable
-Bustle eaa "ecurage" is the win- this morning by Misses Ham and
brick,
Roquefort
and
Swiss
cheese
at
property on South Fourth. Three
lug for the season and is of especial had arranged an attractive program
ning facto • nowadaye--the courage Brazeiton and Mr. Richard Scott
Blcdl'rman's,
FOR RENT--Three - room house houses, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
importance. All members are urged It was a Polish and Russian afternoon
to advert-err :literally even when you The former two played a piano duet
with pantry, $6 per mon.h. Salem av- between (stark and Adams streets.
to be present. Mrs. Etintrind M. Post with Meyer Helmuth' and Moskowski
l'ams Gln, vane ann, for result..
feel that you can hardly "afford It." and the latter rendered a vocal solo. I
enue. Phones 433.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin,
the composers.
-STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- 1:1. Box 3116, or inquire at Joe BrenMAN,
'Football-Results.
dale Bros. CO Old phone 1261 r. New ner's shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentueky
.1=•111.1••••41111
lialosoultic Club.
phone 1260.
avenue, for full particulars.
Cornell-Corn
At
ell 47. Niagara 0.
The Kalosophir club will meet toMORE RE A SONS
_
At Yale- Yale IS. Springfield
SALE-Iron
FOR
store
front
with
morrow
o'clock
morning
with
10
at
WANTED-For U. S. army: AbleWhy We Deserve Your
Training School 0.
plate glass doors. Apply to the Hen- bodied unmarried men between ages
Mrs. David M. Flournoy at "HomeDrug Store Patronage:
At Harvard-Harvard 33, Bates 4.
neberger House. 216 South Third.
wood," in Arcadia.
of 21 and 35; ettiapna of the United
A prescription isan order from
At Dartmouth- Dartmouth in,
WANTED-- Con- k, lit family
of States, of good character and tema doctor to a druggist for a
State College 0.
two. Apply at once at 609 Kentucky perate habits, who can speak. read
Mr. John Smith, clerk of the Eddy.
epecitied ameunt of medicine of
At Phillips-Phillips-Andover 15,
avenue.
vele penitentiary, Was here yesterand write English. Men wanted now
a certain kind and quality with
Cushing Academy 0.
day.
directions for its use by the
service In Cuba. For information
for
FOR SAI.E- Ice cream parlor
At Williams- Williams 33, Middlepatient. Experienee has taught
Colonel and Mrs. Victor Van de
stock and fixtures. _Good location. apply to Recruting Officer. New Richbury
College
t
most physicians that In many
Male will return tomorrow front visWill sell cheap if sold before October mend House. Paducah, Ky.
instrincee medicinal prepare
At Princeton- Princeton 53, Wes
Iting in St. Louis.
IS.
Address A. care Sun.
FOR SALE--Just finished four
!tone made by certain firms glee
eyan 0. ,
Hon. James H. Hurt, of Calloway,
better results than others that
room cottage with pantry, cabinet
WE
ARE,
At Pennsylvania-Pennsylvania e7
NOW
in
positron
a
to
Is in the city today.e
may be had for perhaps half the
Franklin and Marshall 0,
serve any and alt kinds of sandwiches mantel. Front and back porches. WaMr. Ce H. Robinson, of Hardin. Is
treater For this region a doc
At Annapolis-- Naval Academy 12,
chile and iroi tamales, Ill 1-2 South ter in kitchen. On 40 ft. lot. Small
here today.
tor (erten mimes a certain brand
cash payment: balance in monthly.
Maryland Agricultural College 0.
of medicine which he wants
Third.
Mr.
George E. Medley, of Ower '
•
McCracken Real
Estate and Mortused in his prreeription V ry
boro, was here yesterday.
WANTED -Girl for general house-gage Co. (Incorporated.) Liliard D.
often it. is easy- for a druggist to
Notice! Gardner
Armout
Mrs.
returned
C.
frt.
work. Wages $2 per week. Only first- Sanders, Pres. Phone 76-5. Office 318
ilee• the Cheaper brand
This
.11./
All towboats landing at the PaduDon't expect to find LUDmorning from St. Louis,
class girl need apply; 416 South South S'eth street.
practice on thelsett of the drugcah. Wharfboat company's wharfboat
LOW
anything
quality
in
but
_
Mrs.
Frank L. Scott and Miss M.
gist is ailed selesTiTuTiect
Fourth street: phone 2692.
will be charged ,two ($2.00) dollars
a
NIGHT SCHOOL- - ,First month's
jorie
c
left
Scott
noon
today
at
-The phyarclane of PaduFLAT FOR RENT--- Four rooms.
for each and every landing. Time not
Louisville.
tuition free if you clip and mail or
cah Know that we do not
Bath. etc., 1.440 Broadway. L. D.
to exceed two hours for each landing.
Boys' play suite, school
Col. Charles Reed has gone to Mstpresent this notice within the next
Sanders,
aubatitute.
Phone
765, 318 South Sixth
Jetties Roger, Pree,
tinville. Ind., to take treatment fc
five days ti Draughon's Practical
suits and party suits,
stret.
Our immense Stock enables us
JAMES EGGER, Pres.
rheumatism.
College
to give exactly what the doctor
(incorporated)
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad. Business
D. M. STREET, Sec.
Mrs. David Cady Wright and citeIf your boy has a Halorders.
lies or repair at the Paducah Harness 314 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Old
morning
this
arrived
dren
home
from
Furthermore, business integTbe only resemblance 'twixt
lowieen party on his Hillsboro, Ohio. where they have
and Saddle Co., you are getting the phone 1755 asking for particulars of
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
rity is not a mere jest with us.
this or that $3 hat and a
best. 204 Kentucky avenue,
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
Every dose makes you teelbetter. Lax-P's
card, we have the suit been eisiting Mrs. Wright's mother.
It is the foundation of our large
LUDLOW is the price. The
keeps rate whole inaMes right Sold oe the
--R
-i-e-W-Arkii---7-3-25--end Steadily increasing prescripMiss Frances Gould will return
reWa-re
ford
quit
at end of month, owing nothing,
government won't let us dethat will do 'um justi( e. home this eveteng from an extended
money-back plan everywnere. Price ba cents.
tion business All the doctors
;lent* and conviction of parties turn- or continue at special rat•-$4
sign
special
money.
or 0
know that our name en the
Ing in false lire alarms front boxes of month.
We've made a special visit in the east. She will be accomwe wouldn't :tend for a label guarantees the'lritegrity
Fall Millie.
American Dietrict Telegraph company
panied by Miss Alice I. Compton, of
of the Medicine.
gle feetute of comparison
Fall Bulbs are now here including
study to get the best Orange, N. el., who will spend the
FOR tRENT--Roqm in home with
WATER NOTICE.
Rut that's the only point of
Bring us your prescriptions.
Dutch Hyacinths. Dutch Roman Heewinter here with her atint,Miss CompfaMily of ordinery people. Would
Patrons
of the Water Company A M
there
is
in
juvenile
resemblance
cloththat
the LCD
cintlee,Tulips, Narclesiis, OxaUs,.Croton, at "The Ferns.'
Like to rent to same kind of folks. -Ad-- remind's, that their rents expired
LOW *hares.
ens, and - Chinese Sacred Lily.
ing.
Miss Helen Ripys of Lawrenceburg,
Olga
Sept. Both. Ti see who desire to re1,3. Son
-• C. L. BeAmmos a CO..'
-.will arrive .toritorrow afternoon to
CLEAN I NG Aele PRESSING ;tear- nee them Omelet do so before it is
529 Broadway.
visit Mite; Bailie Hisey.
ly done.
Satiseartion
guaranteed forgotten, as all prtrinines not paid for
' Mr. SIAM Sutteriand. of Sento%
on or before Oct. 10 will be shut off.
Work
For Rent.
called
for
and
delivered.
One
was in the city yesterday.
u glints
,• Nei
I 'V'
L•1‘,
Nine room house, 90 foot lot, 414
111111140141
trial
is all I ask. James Duffy, South
,
Mrs. Frank Steevensou. of Decatur,
ESTALIIJ3MLO
Some men can never realize that
Fit% sod Broadway. On.Palmer Noss. South Tenth. Modern conveniences
410-4111 sawsum
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
Ala., returned home thrs
there is any, difference te ••0 s.
."-all211111111/11111111111111111110 J. A. Rudy.
Ashland
Pickard,
of
62-4.
Cologel P. P.
brains alai a "pull."
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ma:ily to his inaccurate throvang,but Crawford, cf .
3 O 1 0 0
, in this respect the change brought Cobb rf
4 1 1 11 1
I small improvement, as five stolen has- Roast:Ilan, lb
4 0 0 2 1
es credited to the local team teat flies. Coughlin, 3b
0 1 5 1 1
•
Play:ng conditions were imiproved,the Pay tie. c
2 0 1.0 6
f crowd numbering 21,901 as against O'Leary, es
3 O 0 1 2 0
over 24,000 yesterday, while the Mullin. p
warm sunshine and the.absence of the
Total .. ....32 1 10 114 15 2
chilly breeae'of the first day kept the
The score by inning:
spectators and players in more comRER
fort. What wind there was blew
nert's& the diamond and aided the play Chi. ...0 1 02 0 0 0 0 x-3 8 1
more than hindered it. Rossman, Det't ..0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 10 2
Summary— Two base hit, Sheckwhose hitting was the real feature of
the contest. scored the first run of' ard; thtee base hit, Rossman; sacriSeveral
tillAt
Pitching
and
SION
the game in the second inning. Chi- fice hits, Sheekard, Pfeister; stolen
ebb-tete Delay Game For
cago
tied the score in its half of the bases, Payne. Slagle 2, Chance, Evers
Tao Hours.
'Inning while Mullin was giving a Tinker; double plays. Tinker to
queer exhibition of poor and good Chance 2, Crawfort to Schaefer; left
lynching. Kling, Evers and Schulte on bases. Detroit 5, Chicago 7; base
on balls, oft Pfeister 1, off Mullin 3;
HOW THE BATTLE WAS woN, singled in succession filling the bases,
ith none out. Then Tinker drew a base on errors, Chicago 1, Detroit 1;
i base on halls, forcing }Ong home. hit by pitcher, by Mullin, Steinfeldt;
!Hight there Mullin suddenly regained by Pfeister, Cobb. Struck out, by
Ch!cago, Oct. 10.— The Chicago:control of his curves, striking out Pfeister 3, Mullin 5.
Time--2: 17.
National league team defeated De-7Pfelater and Slagle, while the best
Umpires—Sheridan and O'Day.
trolt, pennant winners of the Ameri-iSheckard could do was a puny grout:
can league in the second of the se-der to Schaefer. The winning runs
Nationals Win.
ries for the world's chantpionship came in the ,fourth. Tinker's hit
St. Louis. Oct. 10.— The National
yesterday afternoon. The score was bcunded off Mullin's glove. He went
to 1. Slow pitching and several,to second on a sacrifice and stole third leaguers defeated the Americans here
slight accidents caused the contest toiO'Leary fumbled Slagle's grounder, in the second game "of the post-seadrag out after two hours, the delay?Tinker scoring. Slagle stole seconu son series.
The score:
trying the patience of the big crowd and came the rest of the way home
fl
which again filled almost every inch on Sheckard's two base hit past first
8 8 2
nf seating room. The local team dis-i base. After that fast fielding prevent- Nationals
Americans
5 7 4
carded the new gray uniforms in ettatnya further scoring.
Batteries — Raymond, McGlynn,
which they appeared yesterday, ap-1 The score follows:
ab r h po a e Frornme, Noonan and
Marshall;
Dearing in their clean white home, Chicago—
1 1 3 0 0 0 Howell, Glade and Spencer.
uniforms. The change seemed to put Slagle, et
3 0 1 2 0 0
them more at ease and also appar-,Sheckard. Jf
3 0 1 6 '0 0 FORMER WORLD'S'
slaty benefited the, Detroit players, Chance, lb
3 O 0 3 1 0
for both teams played more steadily Steinfeldt. 31)
sERIES WINNERS.
4 1 1 5 4 0
than on the opening dtu . After the? Kling. c
Evers.
2b
O
had
4
2
2
0
first four and one-half I:. .ings
O
The following table shows the win4 0 1 1 1 () ners of previouf world's series:
dragged through an hour and thiro- Schulte, rf
2 2 1 5 4 1
five minutes, some sparkling fielding, Tinker. ss
1884— Providence beat the Metro2 O 0 0 0 () polltans three straight games
sharp hitting and base running has- Pfeistcr. p
teneci the contest to an end. Mullin ,
1885—St. Louis and Chicago tied
Totals ... ...28
8 27 10 1 three and three.
and Pfeister were the pitchers and
Payne went behind the bat in place of
1886—St. Louls'beat Chicago four
ib r h po a e out of six games.
Dezroit—
Schmidt otherwise the team lined up
0
0
the
0
same
as
on
preceding
day.
fonts.
:f
.4
2
1
the
1887—Detroit beat St. Louis 11
- haul,
4 0 1 3 If, out of 15 games.
as due
1888—New York defeated St.Louis
f 1six out of ten games.
1889—New York defeated Brooklyn six out of nine games.
1890—Brooklyn and Louisville tied
three games each.
1892—Boston defeated Cleveland
five straight games.
1894—New York defeated Baltimore lour straight games.,
1895—Cleveland beat Baltimore
four out of five.
1896--Baltimore defeated Cleveland four straight.
1897—Baltimore defeated Boston
four out of five games.
1903—Boston defeated Pittsburg
five out of eight games.
1905—New York beat Athlet.:, four out of five games.
1906—Chicago Americans defeated'
Chicago Nationals four out of six.

CUBS VICTORS IN
SECOND OF SERIES

Win From Detroit Tigers by
Score of 3 to 1.

Is a non-secret, non-alcoholic and
most potent invigorating,restorative
tonic and strengthening nervine,
CULLEY HIGH
especially adapted to woman's peculiar requirements by an experienced
BE PLAYED TOMORspecialist in the treatment of her GAME WILL
ROW AFTERNOON.
diseases.

Nursing mothers will find "Fa- ' roots without a drop of alcohol in
vorite Prescription" especially val- its make-up. All its ingredients
uable in sustaining their strength are printed in plain English on its
and promoting an abundant nour- bottle-wrapper and attested under
ishment for the child. Expectant oath. Dr. Pierce thus invites the
mothers too will find it a priceless fullest investigation of his formula
boon to prepare the system for knowing that it will be found to
baby's coming and to render the contain only the best agents known
ordeal comparatively easy and to the most advanced medical science of all the different schools of
painless.
Over- burdened women in all practice for the cure of all woman's
stations in life whose vigor has peculiar weaknesses and ailments.
Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets and
been undermined by exacting social duties, over' work, frequent Antiseptic Suppositories may also
bearing of children, will find "Fa- be used with great advantage convorite Prescription" the greatest jointly with the use of the "Favorstrength giver ever employed. It ite Prescription in all cases of
can do no harm in any state or con- ulceration, and in pelvic catarrh.
They cost only 25 cents a box each,
dition of the female system.
Delicate, nervous, weak women, at drug stores or, sent by mail,
who suffer from frequent headaches, post-paid on receipt of price in
backache, dragging-down distress stamps by Dr. Pierce whose adlow down in the abdomen, or from dress is given below.
If you want to know more about
painful or ftregular monthly periods, gnawing or distressed sen- the composition and professional
sation-in stomach, dizzy or faint endorsement of the "Favorite Pr
spells, see imaginary specks or scriptioti," send postal card request
spots floating before eyes, have dis- to Dr. R. V..-Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.,
agreeable, pelvic catarrhal drain, for hisfree booklet treating of same.
ulceration, prolapsus, anteversion,
You can't afford to accept as a
retroversion, or other displacements substitute for this remedy of known
of womanly organs from weakness composition a secret nostrum of unof parts, will, whether they experi- known composition. Don't do it.
ence many or only a few of the
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
above sytaptotn•, find relief and, fhe orig-inal "Little Liver Pills"
generally, a permanent cure by us- first put-up by old Dr. Pierce over
ing faithfully and fairly persistently ao years ago. Much imitated, but
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. never equaled. They cleanse, inThis world- famed specific for vigorate and regulate stomach, liver
woman's weaknesses and peculiar and bowels, curing biliousness and
ailments is a pure glyceric extract constipation. Little 'sugar-coated
of the choicest native, medicinal granules—easy to take as candy.

Much Interest Because Moat of Culley'e Player. .try of Last
Year', High School.

Al is in readiness for the initial
football game of the season at Wal
lace park tomorrow afternoon. Both
teams have engaged ip final praeti..e
and are ready for battle. Great interest is being taken in the result because of the peculiar situation of the
teams. The present Chilley team is
composed mostly of boys who constituted the High school team last 54-aeon, and the present High school
team is made up of boys who were
substitutes for the regulars last year
Following is the line-up as the
teams will appear tomorrow afternoon:
Culleys—Langstaff, left end; Coburn, right end; Martin or Donovan.
left tackle; Holliday, right tackle;
Wickliffe, right guard; Roof, left
guard; Hays, center; Donovan, quarter; St. John. right end; Henry Hen:
neberger, left end; Sights, full bark
I High school—Reder, right end;
Wilhelm, left end; Rock. left guard;
Randle, right tackle; Hearth, center;
Tucker. quarter; Burton, full; Elliott
aptain and left half; Cave, right half
—r
NATION TO SAVE
ON RAIL.

We have Several good driving horses for sale at retthonahle places anti
•
will guarantee them as repreaented, Call and see them.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

-Food Street and Kentucky Avenel,

**OOP FORAYED

.1111•1•1

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,Complete machine shop.
122.124 N.Fourth St.
ar.
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For all the Family Circle

ITT IT VOW

THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the intereSts of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME 11A3AZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted. whole-souled. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to colter, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with saluable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home, sits range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a great series ‘m home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustratiobs, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever, before.

i

Dr.Pierce's
Favorite
Prescription

livery and herding Barn.
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•
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For Everybody in.the Home

The Splendid New
Serial Story

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession,and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery,los e and strange adventuring kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coluring,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,withstirringclimax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Halite Erminie
Authoe of Hearts Courageous
sad The Castaways
Magnificently Illustrated
A. H. WEN ZELL

by

13 6J 7 VliZ

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice -President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.

MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

Short Stories
By the best writers in the come
try appearin et ery issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.

it. A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME MAGAZINE
ARE THE FOLLOWING

COOILIRY
- An art which requires mom studious and dill.
gent application to be known at its best. Many
recipes, acoompsnied by superior illastrations,
enable our readers to give constant vanity and
charm to the home table.
Marian Harland t the greatest living authority, conducts this department.
HOCSIBUILDING
This department constantly reflects the beet
ideas and expericrwe of the whole country in
building comfortable, artistic, yet moderatepnced homes.
INTERIOR DECA')RATION
Genuinely helyful. with timely suggestions of
Intense practical Nalue. Mural decoration, rugs,
furnit•re, and the cqrrect arrangement of interiors, with • special view to convenience aad
comfort.

garret. with some mention of the thousand and
roe labor-saving devices now being manufsc•
lured for tie convenience ut the lomic
whether the hcme be of Ts Q cr twenty ro,rns.
FLORICULTURE OR LANDSCAPE
GARDLNING
Iluvaluahle fur thaw lovers of napire who
would make their home grounds attractive and
beautiful. Helpful to the amateur florist and
interesting to every ona.
TEL VEGETANLIL GARDEN
Seasonable artie)es deeing with gardening on
a town or city lot. What t., grow and how to
grow it. Filled with good ideas. Illustrated.
THE HORSE AND THE STA1LE
Illustrated articles by acknowledged author.
ines

POULTRY AND THE KENNEL
Practical and hclpful departments.MilleT
Purvis, cditur of Poultry, is one of the contributors.
PRACTICAL FASHIONS
Choice dcbignc. illustrations and complete
descriptions carefully selected to give subsent•
ers advance styles, practical and correct.
OUT pattern deportment renders prompt and
satisfactory service at a minimum coat.
IDIDIROIDLRY AND NREDLIWOIUL
l'ritty yet s:lityle ilvvizes that even very busy
women can successfully accomplish. The vanet y offered suggests &moaning that aneals to
all interested in different types of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
The mal.ing of strung. well.fprmed, perfectly
developed bodies, the value if exercise, bathing. with spvcial artbcics on the care of the
eyes. nose, teeth and cars.
MARCY ABOUT,PEOPLE
Entertaining stones in paragraphs of American men and nomen. Illustrated with portraits.

Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illustrated with plivtographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tilt
ii0SIE MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy,liarHenn Fisher, A. B. Wenzcll,
C. V. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brekun. jay Hambidge,
etc., etc.

VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
Vi bat men and women of many vocations are
thinking, and saying, on the questions of the
day.

Cts
gil&A!1&7ZIIPZIE

SERIALS
Bobbs-Merrill novels, the most popular stories of America, appear as serials before their
publication an boot farm.
TEl afOlatET 01T STOlUtS
Humorous stories, love stories anti stories
of business am! adventure—clean, wholesome,
satisfying and delightful, and lots of them, will
appear in every number.
THE GINGla JAR
A mirth•provoking cheerful, smile-making.
exhilarating iolkctien of vagrant bits of wit
sod humor, both young and old.

OCTISSII./1

The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.
•••11.11..•

••••••••• •••••••••
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This splendid magaziae will
be given to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
• •
solicitors. ;

•

LIFE

President Plans for Federal Control
of Road's Physical Condition.
Washington, Oct. 9.—It is reported
that one of the important pieces of
new legislation along progressive
lines whilt President Roosevelt will
urge in his fnrthcoming message to
congress will be a MFIINIPTP giving the
interstate commerce commission pow
et to deal with the physical c.onstruet ion of railroads to the extent of assuring safe roadbeds, flawless trackage and generally to look after etfildi dons that involve the lives and
'limbs of passengers.
The necessity for conferring some
such powers on the federal authority in connection with the regulation
of interstate commerce appeared to
members of the commission several
months ago when some sensational
testimony was given by steel manufacturers relative to the Inferior quality of ralle purchased by certain railroads which run the fastest passenger
t rains over their lines.
Since then a quiet investigation has
tiosen conducted. Photographs have
heen taken of portions of the track of
stnislif the big toads In the west whIct
how conditions calculated to excite
agitation for reform,
Arabs never eat fish.

...moor& .••••••••

A Special Feature

ElleHOME

BOUSIIMPING
The management of a home from cellar to

!LIM 11410P4[TE

ei•••••••••••••
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THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list

of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.

The Sun

1155. Third St.

•••••••. •••••••••••••
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Free
Catarrh
Cure

rffit PADITCAti EVENING 81374-

PAGE SEVEN

charged that the measure was passedl
IS Year,' Seems
ludersed be teener, ?l -n. lacereeralol. S300,000.00 Catlett
with full knowledge on the part or
the legislators of its weakness and!
29 Colleges la lb Stake. Jas. rraughon. rres.
linperfettious.
/
Feilable
Safe
Itliff,TRATC.3
First Day's Work.
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS,
CATALOGUE
Before the senate adjourned Sena,
I own as the Up-to-Date Euelasss &Fools
tor Glackiu endeavored to introduce
FREE
tugs—%
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY 111-1FUNDED'
the two United Societies bills for citysat
my
A COITSF. IN Book.iness English, Or Illostrat!n ::
, • 'T
control
of
Sunday
closing
and
the
By ROBERT BARR,
General
B
ank mg, to rive persons In c,o
Illinois
Assembly Hu suance of bar permits. They *ere not
s
o
rt
hand,
Pen.'
businessC.
titte,m1
a
of
received, and the faction of the Re- alanoltle, eettemeie Tetegraeily, Letter CLIP and send this
tz.is
s'The Triumphs of Eugene Valtnonte"Tetia." "In the Midst of
Before it
publican caucus in the senate will Writing. Law. itoctuLeical Drawing, Luse ' paper) to Dr:tummies enteucal Mts.ewes*:
ALtsma" "Speculations of John Steele," -The Victors.' Etc.
fad Breath, K'Haeking, Ringing
prevent their consideration.
in the Ears, Deafness, Hartong
PADUCAH, Bit BROADWAY;
In the house representative Edward
Copyright. 1906, by Robert Barr.
Cough and Spitting Quickly Cured.
Evansville, Memphis or St. koala.
or
.3
J.
Remain
in Session Until
IVO!
Smejkal of Chicago introduced the
Are
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.
Considered and Some of Them
sanitary district bill for the extension
Ace Settled.
of the channel through Joliet, this
products of a good year; also about
Ebb Tide of Pension Lint.
IOTAK BLOOD BALM
being the same as Senator Schmitt's
During the year from June 30. the amount of our foreign trade for
The Remedy which 4 urea Cabill in the senate.
1905, to June 30. 1906, there was a ten months; rigarly as much as the
EV— tarrh by Killing the t sitstrrhal
After
decrease
(Continued
some
of _almost $6.001,000 in the value of our exports and Imports for
preliminary
from
townie.)
last
skirmishthey.
Poison amid Purifying the Blood.
more than %LW
SHIP
CANAL. ing Speaker Shurtleff secuteei consent amount of pensions, the total amount a whole year;
"Yes, I um quite determined, cap- PRIMARY AND
leARGE SAMPLE FREE.
"Well," said the captain hesitatingly,
for a program which referred this deatributed during the .fiscal year- be- railway earnings for a year.' and
tain," said Dorothy sweetly.
"there's our diplomatic service"—
biii to a committee of the whole, and lug $139,000,288. - While this is about one-fifth of our bank clearings
"But, my dear woman, don't you see
"Utterly useless. One man is a RusYen' mitunt not neglect discharges of
in dolug so indicated his willingnese about $6,000,000 less than the for a sieges month. It is really a
how
you've
been
hoodwinked
by this
BIA11111114TING YELLOW MATTER from sian and the other an Englishman. DiSpringfield, Ill., Oct. 10.— In to reinalh in session until the propos_ amount distributed in the previous vast sum, but it is evident that the
man John:poll? He Is shy of a job. He
the Ent, Noise and Throat.
eATABitel 1/5 NOT ONLY DANGER- plomacy not only Call do nothing, but has already swindled you out of $20,' spite of great legislative reluctance ed legislation had been disposed of. year, it is nearly $10,000,000 less country hes grown rich and preisper(US In this way, but it causes
won't
even try," cried Kate triumulcerait is possible that the general assemthan the amount In 1898, and more nue while paying it.---From Leslie's
' Waterway Fight Is On,
tions, death and decay of bones,
kills phantly.
In the afternoon the house met as than 822,000.000 less than in 1893. Wek:y,
ambition, often souses ions of appetite,
"No; he asked for $10,000 only, Cap- bly will remain in session until it has
"Yeti" said the captain, with little
Sod reaches to general debility, Idiocy
tatn Kettle, and I voluntarily doubled given consideration to four subjects. a committee of the whole, and heard The ebb in the annual amount of the
and insanity.
It needs .,ttention at confidence, "although the two men are
It is by no means so (meltable that all the arguments of President McCor- pension list has now become decidthe amount."
ollt,'• Cure it by taking Botanic
p w have not ueed
want ad,
foreigners,
the
two
girls
are
AmenInaba (ll. B. B.) It is a quick, radical,
"Nevertheless he has worked you up four will be passed, but there is a mick of the sauitary district board ed. and it must soon become rapid.
permanent cure because It rids the sys- came"
lately yin, flaunt be getting "wedded.*
disposition
to
suddenly
and
believe
evinced
The
the supporters of the extension
that these yosing men are In
vast majority of the pensioner:,
to untem of the poison germs that
cause
"We don't count; we've no votes," that
catarrh, At the same time Blood
rock. He has done flax for a very dertake them.
a le old men, and death is already to tile hardest way of donee °dime—
bill, and from opponents.
Balm
B. B. b.) purifiemi the blood, does away said Kate. "Beelike, Dorothy tried crafty
The maximum of the work which
purpose, and his purpose seems
rapidly thinning their ranks. Year er the habit et" not done: thrill lit all.
With every symptogn of catarrh.
B. B. the diplomatic service and could not likely to
B. 'wade a tingling flood of warm, rich.
succeed. lie knows he. will will be considered has been fixed, but
by year the ratio of deaths among
WILLIAMS
'
CARBOLIC SALVE
even get accurate information from it.
pure blood
be well paid, and you have {Promised not the minimum.
direet • to the paralysed
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL. the :u wit! increase. A score of years
In
nobility enjoy free
t
nei,es and parts affected by catarrhal Now, father, third time and out."
The best Salve In the world for o
alin a bonus besides. If he, with his
The steering committee of the senhu
poison. giving
ernIce
ivoth
rse.re will be only a few lonely dcm fota poll tax; in Germany cerwarmth and strength
"Four balls are out, Kate, and I've
Just where it is needed, and in this *ay
L'aptalu Kidd crew, gets you on that ate has determined that if any work Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
tain not'" families pay no taxes at
only fanned the air twice. Now, girls, yacht,
making a perfect, lasting cure of
you will only step ashore by be done it shall be limited to the fol- Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
caMuch has been said about the vast all.
tarrh in all its forms.
I'll tell you what I'd do. You two
all
skin
eruptions.
It is guaranteed
giving him every penny you possess. lowing measures:.
When we say that B. B. B. cures we
_
come with me to Washington. We will That's
to give satisfaction, or money re- expense Of the pensions distribute!'
mean a rear cure and this We
his object. lie knows you are
guarantee
A bill to provide for a system of tunded. Price
to soldiers and sailors of the Civil
B. B. B. has cured thousands of catarrh seek a private interview with the pres25c by Druggists.
Ii ANs% ILLE. PADITCA if AND
starting
out
to
commit
a
crime—that'
s
eases—even the most deep-seated kind ident. Ile will get
primary. elections.
war, and some will
probably not
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
into communication the word, Dorothy; there's
(Allan LINE.
—after every other treatment had failed
no 1184. 111
A bill to provide for the furthermourn the decrease in their numbers
with the czar, also privately and outIt. B. B. does this because it reaches
Cleveland,
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mineinse
eur
matters—yo
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u will be per- ance of the deep waterway
cause of iii the trouhle; namely
that
results
project.
in a saving of a few milPoi- side of all regular crlannels. The czar rectly helpietis in his hands. Of
course
soned and Dimensed Blood. Just try
A bill to allow municipalities to liliens annually to he nation for which
B. will put machluery in tuotien that is
The Critter-Paths.
B. B. for Catarrh and you will get
I could not allow my daughter Kate to cense
EVA NM' LLE-PA DIX.%II PACKETS
well sure to
vehicles.
What joy to tread the critter-paths
they periled their lives and endured
surely and quickly.
produce those two young men go
on Ntle11 mini expedition"
Botanic Blond Palau I U. B. 3.
A bill providing for an internal imThat wind around the corn,
indescribable sacrifices and hardis much more effectually and speedily
"I am over twenty-one years old,"
pleasant and safe to take; composed of
(Daily Except Sunday.)
movement commission, with the im- To walk the narrow grassy lanes
ships. The amount has bec-n vast- than any cutthroat expedition on a
pure
Botanic
Ingredients. SAMPLE
cried Kate, the light of rebellion in her
BENT FREE by writing Blood Balm
yacht."
mediate
purpose
of using the money
nearly $2.500.000.000—just about
The cattle took at dawn,
Co.,
eyes.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Atlanta, Oa. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,
appropriated for the building of le- To trace within the forest road
or
the amount a' the value of the farm
."I think," said Dorothy, "that is an
sent by express. At $1 PER
"I do not intend that either of you ve rs..
Hoplens leave Paducah for EvansLARGE
to protect Illinois towns along
BOTTLE, with complete directions for excellent plan."
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tracks
rabbits
the
made,
shall go, Katherine."
ville Stud way landings at II a. in.
home cure.
the Ohio river.
"Of course It is:" cried the captain
To find a tin) pattridge trail
Sold in
"Dorothy, I'll not submit to that."
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pull the president tail' have? Why,
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Mayor
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ILL.
Throughou
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long
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aside like a child. Who has more
day.
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"Well, what did you do yesterday?' jug,' and when the president C./WILMA- at stake
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
upon
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by
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in
both
houses.
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dynamite it myself and
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now in effect /rem Paducah to Cairo
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It
date* 112.00.
Tan large sample and return, with or without meals
suffered a concert of the new com- appeal may be from America te Eug- 28 the yacht will carry and set it, up bitterly in the house today, and its
Where yellow leases are whirled, looms. Bath rooms,
Electric Lights and room. Good music and, table unland, and when you add a couple of on Bedloe's
poser's music, and in the evening
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(To drink the color carnival
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Primary legislation is a matter l Of all the autumn
put up with a realistic melodrama." American girl, to that political mix- and say, 'There's your statue of Libworld:
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A man's reputation is no better for words about. The president cannot
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
never beta re believed that a child of neck, but up to date no pleasant way, That
leads you safely home.
being guilt-edged.
get Mr. Drummond released because rattle could talk such
First and Broadway.
driveling non- of avoiding the subject has been de- —Cornelia Charming
Ward In Octo
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%titled.
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going, Kate. So ant I."
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The maid opened the door and said,
(To be continue in sere Issae.)
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EY it
"Me. Paterson and Mr. Johmein."
and Library Work a specialty.
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tali AU WOMEN "Just show them into the morning
re, Big al tor co o•turs
"the mere question of compensation class of such wagons and other vehiI. its& oars
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
ments or repairs."
"Now I want you to do me another magazines" Washington Star.
It will be introduced tomorrow by --kindness."
Senator Ettetson for Mayor Hume.
She went to the desk and picked up a
piece of paper.
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F'or' the
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The Republican members of the
For
We are ready for all kinds •f
blank cheek. I wish you to buy the
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yacht Walrus just as she stands and
to determine on the policy to be pursued during the rest of the session
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dent Roosevelt—Round trip,
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Wife of Millionaire Confessed That
She Became Servant to Steal
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An improvement to prevent delays
to the fast Paducah-Cairo Illinois Cen
liner Report.
Claisago, Oct. Its-in a remarkable
She tells of several instances where (rat passenger train, No. 801, which
leaves here at 6:15 p. ms daily, has Cairo
15.7
confession to the police laid night she answered advertisements for serben ordered, arnd work will begin at Chattanooga . •
3.6 0.2
Mrs. Charles J. Romadka. of Milwau- vants and thn robbed the families
Attorney J. F. Donovan, of Milwau- once. It is the extension of a spur Cincinnati ........10.6 0.9 rise
kee, wife of a millionaire manufact8.2 0.3 full;
kee, who represents the woman's hus- track to the east side of the northt Evansville
...... 4.8 0.2 rise
urer, admitted that she as responsi- band, will defend her In court. Mrs. station platform, and when finished Louisville
4.2 0.5 fall
ble for a eeriee
burglarjes and pet- Homadka went to Milwaukee when I - will make it possible for the Cairo Mt. Carmel
. 8.4 0.1 rise
train to leave without interference Nashville
ty thefts .that have baffled the au- she was eighteen years of age. After
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Louisville-Memphis Pittsburg ..
from the fast
thorities for weeks. Mrs. Itotuadka's a short eourtshiu she married RoSt. Louis
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train or other trains.
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madka,
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by the fassootsville-Mantphie pas- ducah tomorrow on her way out of
te-tiger, train being late. The Cairo the Tennessee to St. Louis.
The steamer Kentucky is due in
111141111111111"tre'cane1:
train connects with No. s, a fast
Tennessee rivthrough train front New Orleans to the morning from the
here
until Sat.
er.
She
over
will
lie
few
and
a
Chicago.
St. Louis and
minutes means a great deal in making urday before retuening.
The wheel Of the Dick Fowler Is
tonneetious at Cairo.
being dismantled and the wooden cylMrs. C. W. Wooldridge. wife of the
inder shafts will be replaced
with
sell known Illinois Central pattern
steel. The new machinery for the
maker, is improving from an attack
boat has arrived and will be installof fever.
ed as soon as the expert arrives.
Mr. Harry Judd, the Illinois Cen
The H. W. Buttorff is due in from
tral pattern maker, is ill today and
Tvansville today. The Joe Fowler will
unable to be on duty.
be the Evansville packet tomorrow.
Caller Dick leeman, of the Illinois
The Lyda will leave today for the
was
taken
sudhouse,
round
Central
Tetinessee to bring out a tow of ties.
denlyt ill yesterday and forced to Ile
The Castel's+ returned from the
off.
•
Tennessee to bring out a tow
of
Passenger trains, Nos. 535 and $36 ties.
claim
to
Cairo.
between Paducah and
The Castalia returned from
the
have broken the record for running Tennessee yesterday.
extension.
yeeterday on the Cairo
The Charles Turner will go up tile
The crew was composed of Engineer Tennessee today for ties.
Brake
lohn Muivin. Fireman K. is
The Royal was in and out on time
and Conductor Coburn. and the run today and carrled a good businees.
to Paducah from East Cairo was
There will be no packet in from the
made in less.-than 50 minutes. Mul- Cumberland river this week.
all
and
made
vin started out late,
The Reaper comes in today front
scheduled stove.
Caseyville with a tow of coal for the
Illinois Central conductors., flag- West Kentucky Coal company.
a
men and porters muse present
The sand dredger which was used
more tidy appearnnce. and the order in raising the Jim Duffy, returned
has been posted on all divisions of yesterday and the work of getting out
the system. It is the result of 1. re- sand at the bar was resumed this
cent tour of Pretrident T. I. Harahan morning.
•
of the .road. The bulleSin in part
The Mary Michael is due out of the
..allINIIIM111311111111.11.12222$2ifeaffMLEMEMIat"27
reads:
Tennessee tomorrow.
-in a recent trip over the system
the president noted the untidy apCOM of Removing Smogs.
pearance of passenger conductors
The cost of removing sunken coal
Growlsw
`
6
flagmen and porters. aril suggested boats and barges is no inconsiderable
that they be required to wear neater item In the course of a year, and the
uniforms and kept dressed up to the number the United States snagbont
rules." The bulletin follows with has been called upon to remove has
orders to all employes in the paseen- attracted the attention of the depart
ber traffic department to see that the ment officials. and, It is expected a
order is carried out. Conductors are ruing will be tested in the near fuheld responsible for the appearance ture requiring river interests that
of their subordinates. The bulletin have sunken barges to remove them
Is signed by Trainmaster (Sanwa), of or pay a reasonable charge for the
the Fulton district of the road, and work where done by United State,
similar orders hate been posted on emploa ees.
the St. Louis Naval Reserves.
other divisions.
The Reserves have had great diffiOfficial Forecasts.
culty in navigating the boat. the enThe Ohio at Evansville, not much
CONFER ON CHARITIES.
gines and boilers being inadeqiette
change during the next 24 hours. At
and fiequent stops have been made
Meeting in Jeicksonville, III., Was Mt. Vernon, will continue rising durTor repairs as a result The Huntress
ing the next 21 hours. Az Paducah
Opened Yesterday.:
was at the wharf last night taking on
10.With
and
Cairo. not much change next 21
Jacksonville. Ill.. Oct.
coal.Cairo Bulletin.
Governor Deneen and numerous oth- hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
ers of prominence participating ia
the wade range of discussions whicn the mouth. not much change during
make up the three days' program the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from below
considerable public interest attaches
St.
to the annual meeting of the Illinois Louis to Chester. will rise slowly durConference of Charities and Correc- ing the next 24 hours. From below
Mrs. Guy Fitch visited in Paducah
tion, which opens in this city tonight. Chester to Cairo. not much change
Tuesday.
The program arranged for the op during the next 2b hours.
Miss Julia Kincaid was shopping in
cuing eession this 4.ventng provides
Paducah Tuesday.
I% S. Training Shile
for the annual address by the presiMrs. William Kraper. Sr., attended
dent of the conference. Dr. Frank P: The Huntress, a yacht which reNorbttry. of Jacksonville, on "Educa- cently was converted into a United to business in Paducah last Tuesday.
Will Crider and family, of Point
tion of Phytittians and the Public Re- States training ship, steamed into the
garding !ribaldry." and an address by Cairo liar Or yeaferday Morning from Arena, Cat, are vielttng Arthur CriDr. Richard C.Cabot of Boston. Mass.. New Orleans about 10:30 o'clock and der, of this city.
Miss Ivy Copeland. of Glasgow
en "The Social Aspect of Medical anchored at the foot of Sixth streeet
Gov rnor Deneen will be The Huntress is in charge of Com- Kass is visiting /he family of her
Work.'
rgr
INIMMIIIMM9Milmtrr•oesnry..aw:•ravom--ireravemansrre,
heard tom°
mander Robtats and about 14 men of tint t
W. _Copeland.

Dress Goods
Cloakings
Grimmings

want to call your attention today to ()ill- depart'
We ment
of Dress Goods, Cloakings and Trimmings.

We have secured for this department just what is proper
in materials, colors and weights. You have here to
select from an immense assortment in Plain Cloths,
Fancy Cloths, Stripes and Checks, and Exclusive Patterns
of Imported Fabrics, Light Weight Goods in all the
proper weaves; French Flannels in soft plaids, now so
stylish.

You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
.°
kitchen with our new

CLOAKINGS---We are showing what's proper
for cloaks this season in cloth, etc. CARACI L CLOTH
in black and white, three qualities.

TRIMMINGS---It's needless for us to mention
Timmings, for you know as well as us that if the proper
thing is wanted in Trimmings there is only one place
to get it, and that is Ogilvie's. But we have some new
things just in and would like to call your attention to
them--Persian Bands and new Pearl Appliques.

[

COKE HEATER I
ATTACHMENT

Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.

.•••••••••••

IN METROPOLIS

-The

Paducah Light & Power Co.

I

Food for Thought
nillliner
Padlicah's greatest
1.usincsa IsTere. Its va I ues---won •
derful values-combined with tilt
neweat creatibns Id' fashion 11137
have given us this cominami
position.
Extra specials , ti sale tornorrosx.

E OCR 1 %MOUS MILLINERY.
ii:its for ., aty face in any color
desired. New Hats aeriving almost
CS Cry (ay. The most varied and
most attrastiee styles of the season.
The materials are fins', the Work skill-144-1-1)
, donetite.;styles correct. the colors the very newest, charming, beautiful, becoming Hats. The value's are
noqualtd in Paducah. Here only at
mot prices. Don't buy your Hat until you have seen these noweet styles
and values,
WOMEN'e NEW FALL SUITS.
Whether you hate deeided what
you are going to get or whether you
are only thinking about a fall suit
you ought to see the special VillUCS
we offer. They are riot to be matched
In any other Paduttab store.
Wsehave Home bargain twits tomorrow at $5.00 and $7.5'0.

"Shop in,Dayhkht"
DAY 000D3&
CARPED.9

Of

Es
rife P.GOP/27

Liones D11114. who has been uorking for a Paducah lumber company in
Tennessee, visited his father. James
Davis, Sunday.
The Misses Shelton. of Paducah,
are visiting Mrs. Claiborn Howard.
Mrs. Susie Weaver. of Hamletsburg, Is visiting in the city.
Miss
Weaver was formerly Miss Susie Etson, of this city.

and one loved by all who know her
Charles B. Mohundro, of Mount
City, Ill . and Minnie N. Tally, of Paducah. Ky., were married by pagistrate Thomas Liggett, October Z.
Others were: Mason
Y. Keibleir
and Lula Young; William Is, Katetcs
and Thal Dyarnate both of Lovelace,
Hite.

Popular Young People Marry.
Mr. Ed Stevens and Miss Lizzie
Roby. two of Metropolis' most popular young people, were married Monday night at the M E. parsonage, the
Rev. Mr. Adams officiating. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bunn and Miss Abbie Roby.
sister of the bride. After the ceremony they took the Fowler for Paducah to go to Memphis and other
points on their honeymoon,
Mr. Stevens is a plumber and a
fine young man. Miss Roby Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Pharier
Roby, and"a lady of st

Vous are attracted by the advertence.
mem In this paper; you read it and
make up your mind that the goods ad.
vertised are what you want. You ellitr.r a store to make your purchaae. He
sure to geti what you icsix for. even if
the dealer tries to sell you something
just as good. Avoid substitutes.
Hot Cinder in His Les
A red-bet cinder lodged in the eye
of Conductor J. C. Buckley. of the
Illinois Central run between Paducah and Central City, yesterday, The
Inturv was treated 1), a Paducah epe-

Come Tomorrow and Share Our 36th Friday Bargain Feast
It's Another Great Friday Bargain Sale of Merchandise That's Wanted Now
This store is always giving bargains. Tomorrow they will be more wonderful than usual. Many of the lots
are too small to advertise, for fear of disappointing some one. In many cases they will be sold regardless of
their real worth, and in Many instances below manufacturing cost.
You ought to see our handsome
stylish, up-to-date _-tailor-matie suite
for $10. $12.0. $1.5, $15. $20
$2.2.50 and $2',..0e, sold by others up
to $::5 and $40.
WOMEN'S STYLISH UP-TOrenaTE
COA.TS.
A wonderful, great assortment
Evers. price Is a _bargain price. Nor; aeon why you should not buy here
Coats for every purse. $3.95,.$5.0).
$5,541. i$6.54). $0.75, $7.50. $8,50,
$9.ate $9.75, $10, $11. $12.50. $13.56
$16.5',1, $18. $20, $21, $22, $25.
$27 and $30WOMEN'S STYLISH UP.T0.114TE
.•
SKIRTS.
Extra well tailored, beet fitting.
hi St hanging Skirts sinetle.--and cost
70e hese than poorer qualifier; else,
where. You ought to see them at
2a.95. ta, $5.30. $6.73, $7.50, $14.50
$1.0, $11, 212.5ot. $13.-5o and $15.,

Some special bargains in broken
assortments. half price and lees, tomorrow at $1.011. $1.5_:0. and $2.5-9
eat h.STYLISH UP-11)-1).%Tle WAISTS.
411e, 75e, $1.000. $1,5e, $2, $2.5e.
atasss, sesitt. $S.93, $1.25, $1.75 and
GREA-T S %LE OF DRESS GOODS
AND SILKS.
Products trom the
nest
mina
prised at prices that ,make it to the
interest of all thrifty. women to buy
here.
•
NEW EMBROIDERIES,
At s 1-3c. Inc. 12 14c. 15c, 18(sand
25c a yard.
- Long Kid Gloves at $1.59.
Extre values in Handkerchiefs at
10e. 15c and 2-5-c each.
Cotton Battings at Sc a -roll torpor\
row.
Shetland Floss at Sc tomorrow.

Women's Heavy Fleeced Bibbed
Pants and Vests 24c each tomorrOw
Children's Heavy Fleeced Ribbed
.Union Sethi at 24c a suit tomorrow
Heavy Wool Bed Blankets, special
tomorrow.
ZER111111 SHAWLS.
A magnificent assortment of Zephyr
Shawls at prices that will please you
-THE CLOTH-LNG DEPARTMENT.
Friday and Saturday are both bargain days.
A new lot of men's sample Hats
will he on Bate at half prices.
Men's $5,00 Trousers at $3 and
$3.50 a pair.
MF.N'S SUITS.
The priest; will be phenomenally
low. Will save you from $1,00 to
$2.54) on suits from $4,00 to $10.00.
Will save you $2.541 oa emits
around $12.10.

GREAT SAVINGS IN 11101'S' kINEE
PANT SUITS.
You will he pleased as others are
Scion you come. Prices $1.50, $2.0'0,
$2.30. $3.110.. $3.50 and lip to $5.0.0
SHOES DIRFAT FROM THE FAO.
TORY TO YOU,
Friday and Saturday Shoe prices
will talk on our shoe balconies. Man.
tresteturers of -long experience made
these shoes. We believe that there
are no better shoes, on earth at their
prices. These big shoe balconies are
now teeming with thousands of pairs
of men's, of boys', of women's, of
children'e and Of infanta' shoes direct front the factory through this
store to you. If you know a safer or
surer way of getting the best shoes
for the price you pay we are ready to
adopt ft and pay you handsomely for
the informatiOn.

.45tirbr's DOljartrnent stoed-o

GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
21r Ms. Light Brown Sugar
$1.011
I'icnic Ham, per lb.
10c
Irish Potatoes, per peck
Red Onions, per peck
24t
Fresh Eggs, per dozen
'New Kraut per quart
Pure Apple Vlnegar
EggIO-See, per package
Our Pride Boiled. White Oats
Lemons, per dozen
Coal Oil, per gallon
Cream Cheese, per lb
2 M. cans Pork and Beans, can,
Small hotles Mustard
Arbuekles Coffee. per lb.
3 boxes Search Light Matches..
241h, bag Omega Fleur
24M. bag Dupoint's Best Flour
a bags fine Table Salt
Canned Beef, per can

North' Third

Vit
5c
25e
fic
Sc
lac
12c
18c
liC,
4c
17c
10e
8.0c
65c
lee
10c

sti=e-a-._

JUST OFF BROADWAY

